
 

 

September 16, 2020 
 
BY ELECTRONIC FILING 
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary  
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission  
Commonwealth Keystone Building  
400 North Street, Filing Room  
Harrisburg, PA 17120 
 

Re: Meghan Flynn, et al., Docket Nos. C-2018-3006116 & P-2018-3006117 (consolidated) 
Melissa DiBernardino, Docket No. C-2018-3005025 (consolidated) 
Rebecca Britton, Docket No. C-2019-3006898 (consolidated) 
Laura Obenski, Docket No. C-2019-3006905 (consolidated) 
Andover Homeowner’s Association, Inc.; Docket No. C-2018-3003605 (consolidated)  
v. Sunoco Pipeline L.P. 
 
SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P. MOTION IN LIMINE AND REQUEST FOR 
EXPEDITED 7-DAY RESPONSE 

 
Dear Secretary Chiavetta: 
 

Enclosed for electronic filing with the Commission is Sunoco Pipeline L.P.’s Motion in 
Limine to (1) Limit Relief and Issues Regarding Mariner East 1 and Associated Evidence and (2) 
Request for Expedited 7-Day Response Period. Because this document does not contain new 
averments of fact, it does not require a verification.  

 
 If you have any questions regarding this filing, please do not hesitate to contact me.  
 

Very truly yours, 
/s/ Whitney E. Snyder   
Thomas J. Sniscak 
Whitney E. Snyder 
Counsel for Sunoco Pipeline L.P. 

WES/das 
Enclosure 
cc: Honorable Elizabeth Barnes (by email ebarnes@pa.gov)  
 Per Certificate of Service



 

BEFORE THE 

PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 

 

MEGHAN FLYNN et al.  : 

: 

Docket Nos. C-2018-3006116 (consolidated) 

  P-2018-3006117 

MELISSA DIBERNARDINO  : Docket No.  C-2018-3005025 (consolidated) 

REBECCA BRITTON : Docket No.  C-2019-3006898 (consolidated) 

LAURA OBENSKI :  Docket No.  C-2019-3006905 (consolidated) 

ANDOVER HOMEOWNER’S 

ASSOCIATION, INC. 

 

v. 

 

SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P. 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

 

 Docket No. C-2018-3003605 (consolidated) 

 

_____________________________ 

 

NOTICE TO PLEAD 

_____________________________ 

  

Pursuant to 52 Pa. Code §§ 5.403 and 5.243(e), you are hereby notified that, if you do not 

file a written response to the enclosed Motion in Limine within seven (7) days from service of this 

notice, a decision may be rendered against you.  Any Response to the Motion in Limine must be 

filed with the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, with a copy served to 

counsel for Sunoco Pipeline, L.P., and where applicable, the Administrative Law Judge presiding 

over the issue. 

 

File with: 

 

Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary 

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 

Commonwealth Keystone Building 

400 North Street, Second Floor 

Harrisburg, PA  17120 
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BEFORE THE 

PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 

 

MEGHAN FLYNN et al.  : 

: 

Docket Nos. C-2018-3006116 (consolidated) 

  P-2018-3006117 

MELISSA DIBERNARDINO  : Docket No.  C-2018-3005025 (consolidated) 

REBECCA BRITTON : Docket No.  C-2019-3006898 (consolidated) 

LAURA OBENSKI :  Docket No.  C-2019-3006905 (consolidated) 

ANDOVER HOMEOWNER’S 

ASSOCIATION, INC. 

 

v. 

 

SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P. 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

 

 Docket No. C-2018-3003605 (consolidated) 

 

______________________________ 

 

SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.’S  

MOTION IN LIMINE TO (1) LIMIT RELIEF AND ISSUES REGARDING MARINER 

EAST 1 AND ASSOCIATED EVIDENCE AND (2) REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED 7-DAY 

RESPONSE PERIOD 

______________________________ 

 

In accordance with 52 Pa. Code §§ 5.403 and 5.243(e), Sunoco Pipeline L.P. (“SPLP”), by 

its undersigned counsel, requests Your Honor find the relief requested regarding the Mariner East 

1 (ME1) pipeline for a remaining life study is moot and preclude evidence in support of such relief 

from admission into the record.  SPLP also requests Your Honor order an expedited response 

period of seven days to this Motion because granting this Motion will substantially limit the 

amount of hearing time needed for the September 29, 2020-October 14, 2020 hearings.   

SPLP notes that it has already filed a Motion for Summary Judgment based on the lack of 

evidence to support the relief requested.  The current Motion is yet another reason to preclude 

these issues from the case. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

 

1. As Your Honor predicted, Flynn Complainants’ requested relief of a Remaining 

Life Study for the ME1 pipeline is now moot given the outcome of the Commission’s Bureau of 
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Investigation and Enforcement’s (BI&E) formal complaint proceeding (BI&E Complaint 

Proceeding).1  As of September 8, 2020,2 the Commission entered a final order that cannot be 

appealed approving the Joint Petition for Settlement (Settlement) of that proceeding, which 

includes a requirement for SPLP to have an independent contractor perform a Remaining Life 

Study on the entirety of the ME1 pipeline and provide a public summary.  BI&E v. SPLP, Docket 

No. C-2018-3006534, Opinion and Order (Order entered Aug. 19, 2020).   

2. That Complainants may argue here for different relief regarding the Remaining Life 

Study does not overcome mootness.  Petition of the Office of Small Business Advocate Requesting 

the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission to Conduct a Formal Investigation of Pennsylvania-

American Water Company’s Interruption of Service in Western Pennsylvania, P-00062244, 2007 

WL 517086 (Order entered Feb. 8, 2007) (dismissing OSBA petition for investigation as moot 

where Commission initiated its own investigation and rejecting OSBA arguments that petition was 

not moot because it requested differing relief).  Moreover, Complainants have already raised and 

been heard on their arguments that the Remaining Life Study required in the Morgantown docket 

and their arguments that the Settlement was somehow insufficient or inadequate were rejected.3     

 
1 Second Interim Order at p. 8 (Order entered Mar. 12, 2019). 

2 While the Opinion and Order was entered on August 19, 2020, it did not become final as to 

approving the Settlement until both BI&E and SPLP accepted the Commission’s modifications 

of the Settlement therein, which occurred on September 8, 2020. 

3 Over SPLP’s objections, Flynn Complainants were granted intervenor status in the BI&E 

Complaint Proceeding, were provided the opportunity to be heard on this issue, and provided 

extensive comments including an affidavit from Dr. Zee regarding the Remaining Life Study as 

set forth in the Settlement.  Your Honor considered these materials and did not modify the 

Settlement.  Flynn Complainants had the opportunity to but did not file exceptions to Your 

Honor’s decision approving the Settlement and Remaining Life Study, nor did Flynn 

Complainants file any comments to the Commission’s two tentative orders.  Thus, Complainants 
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3. The mootness of the relief requested coupled with the lack of evidence to support 

any other relief for these issues means these issues should be stricken from the case and testimony 

on these issues should not be admitted. There is no need to waste time and resources of all on this 

issue which has been decided.  The only expert testimony in this proceeding regarding integrity 

management of the ME1 pipeline is that of Dr. Zee, and Flynn Complainants have admitted that 

his conclusions are limited to recommending a Remaining Life Study be undertaken.4  Thus, there 

are no grounds for any relief other than a Remaining Life Study based on alleged integrity 

management, cathodic protection, and corrosion control issues for ME1.  Therefore, these issues 

should be stricken from this proceeding and all associated testimony and exhibits should be 

precluded from admission into the record, which include portions of Dr. Zee’s testimony and 

exhibits as well as portions of SPLP witnesses Garrity and Fields testimony and exhibits.  Dr. 

Zee’s materials are specifically identified in Paragraph 26 infra.  If this Motion is granted, SPLP 

will specifically identify prior to hearing the portions of Mr. Field and Garrity’s testimony and 

exhibits that will not be introduced into the record pursuant to such ruling. 

4. Litigating moot issues is a waste of resources of all parties, Your Honor, and the 

Commission. 

 

had the opportunity to be heard on the issue multiple times but did not pursue that opportunity 

and are precluded from collaterally attacking the Remaining Life Study the Commission ordered. 

4 Flynn Complainants’ Answer to SPLP Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Integrity 

Management, Corrosion Control and Cathodic Protection at ¶  33 (pp.15-16) (“In closing, for an 

expert to be able to form an opinion as to the present, likely condition of the 12-inch and 8-inch 

lines, a good deal more information would be required than has been supplied to Matergenics to 

date.”), ¶ 44(p.27) (“Dr. Zee was asked whether an investigation was warranted. His definitive 

answer is in the affirmative. His opinions, therefore, do not go beyond that answer.”). 
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II. Legal Standards 

A. Standard for Mootness 

5. Where relief requested in a proceeding is granted in another proceeding, the 

Commission has recognized the mootness of the proceeding seeking similar relief: 

It is well-settled that an actual case or controversy must exist at all 

stages of the administrative process or the case will be dismissed 

as moot. See Faust v. Cairns, 242 Pa. 15, 88 A. 786 (1913); 

and Musheno v. Dept. of Public Welfare, 829 A.2d 1228, 1231 (Pa. 

Cmwlth. 2003). As this Commission, upon its own motion, initiated 

an investigation, to be directed by staff, into the PAWC water line 

breaks and outages throughout PAWC's service territory, including 

the Pittsburgh area, the remedy sought by OSBA's petition has been 

accomplished. Accordingly, there is no longer a controversy in this 

matter. Furthermore, OSBA's assertion that this Commission's order 

entered on January 5, 2007, does not provide a remedy if the 

investigation finds that PAWC is providing inadequate service is 

incorrect. While the Commission instituted investigation is non-

prosecutory in nature, it does permit the Commission to direct 

PAWC to perform corrective or remedial actions, if warranted, in 

order to ensure that the provision of reasonable, safe, adequate and 

sufficient service. Finally, nothing in the January 5, 2007 order 

would preclude OSBA from filing, after the completion of the 

Commission's investigation, a formal complaint pursuant to section 

701, 66 Pa.C.S. §701, to seek whatever remedy it deems 

appropriate. In sum, as OSBA's request is superseded by this 

Commission's order entered on January 5, 2007, OSBA's petition is 

dismissed as moot. 

Petition of the Office of Small Business Advocate Requesting the Pennsylvania Public Utility 

Commission to Conduct a Formal Investigation of Pennsylvania-American Water Company’s 

Interruption of Service in Western Pennsylvania, P-00062244, 2007 WL 517086 (Order entered 

Feb. 8, 2007) (hereafter Petition of OSBA).   

6. Similarly, where relief requested has otherwise already been provided, the 

Commonwealth Court and the Commission have held the underlying issue to be moot.  Utility 

Workers Union of America, Local 69, AFL-CIO v. Public Utility Com'n, 859 A.2d 847, 849–50 
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(Pa. Cmwlth. 2004) (holding Complaint that utility used outside contractor for meter reading moot 

where since complaint filed utility hired as employee meter reader and that situation did not meet 

three exceptions to mootness doctrine of “conduct at issue is likely to be repeated but will 

necessarily escape judicial review,” “a great public interest in the resolution of the controversy,” 

or “one party will suffer a substantial detriment if the controversy is not judicially resolved.”); 

Cohane v. PECO Energy Co., Docket No. Z-01550143, 2005 WL 2170360, at *3 (Order entered 

Aug. 12, 2005) (holding complaint that utility placed cash only payment restriction on account 

moot where utility removed cash only payment restriction). 

B. Standard for Motion in Limine  

7. Under 52 Pa. Code § 5.403, ALJs are vested with the responsibility and authority 

to control the scope of the evidence admitted to the record and should eliminate proposed evidence 

and testimony that is either inadmissible or relate to matters that are outside the scope matters 

raised in the complaint:  

(a)  The presiding officer shall have all necessary authority to 

control the receipt of evidence, including the following: 

(1)  Ruling on the admissibility of evidence. 

(2)  Confining the evidence to the issues in the proceeding 

and impose, where appropriate: 

(i)   Limitations on the number of witnesses to be heard. 

(ii)   Limitations of time and scope for direct and cross 

examinations. 

(iii)   Limitations on the production of further evidence. 

(iv)   Other necessary limitations. 

(b)  The presiding officer will actively employ these powers to direct 

and focus the proceedings consistent with due process. 

. . . 

 

52 Pa. Code § 5.403 (emphasis added).  

8. It is well settled under the Commission’s Rules and Regulations that the presiding 

ALJ has the authority to control the receipt of evidence in a proceeding.  52 Pa. Code § 5.403; See 
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also PA PUC v. Penn Estates Utilities, Inc., Dkt. No. R-00005031 et al., Opinion and Order (Order 

entered Feb. 9, 2001) (“This authority includes disposition of the admissibility of evidence as well 

as imposition of limitations on the scope of evidence to be presented on issues raised in a 

proceeding. As factfinder, the ALJ determines the direction and focus of a proceeding, consistent 

with due process”).  

9. ALJs have utilized the authority granted by Section 5.403 to exclude evidence or 

testimony that is inadmissible, improper, or outside the scope of the issues in the proceeding. See, 

e.g., Pa. PUC v. PPL Electric Utilities Corporation, Dkt. Nos. R-2015-2469275, et al. (ALJ 

Colwell Sixth Prehearing Order issued July 14, 2015) (granting a motion in limine to exclude 

testimony on issues that were not properly within the scope of the proceeding); Pa. P.U.C. v. Phila. 

Gas Works, Dkt. No. M-00021612, 2002 WL 32063825 (Opinion an Order Dec. 19, 2002) 

(affirming ALJ’s grant of motion in limine to strike witness statement and certain exhibits in 

entirety); Re Structural Separation of Bell Atlantic-Pennsylvania, Inc. Retail and Wholesale 

Operations, Dkt. No. M-00001353, 2000 Pa. PUC LEXIS 59 at *7-9 (Final Order entered 

September 28, 2000) (affirming the decision of the Administrative Law Judge in that case to 

exclude certain evidence as “beyond the scope of the proceeding”). 

III. ARGUMENT 

A. The Relief Requested Is Moot 

10. Your Honor has already recognized that the requested relief of a Remaining Life 

Study could become moot.  As Your Honor stated in denying SPLP’s request to strike Flynn 

Complainants’ request for a Remaining Life Study: 

Paragraphs 111-118 allege Sunoco has failed to share a written 

integrity management program or risk analysis or relevant portions 

thereof with the public and that it is in violation of 49 CFR §§ 

195.452(b)(c) and (j).  Paragraph 118 requests an independent 
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contractor to conduct a remaining life study of the ME1 and 12-inch 

workaround pipelines.  I am not persuaded by Sunoco’s argument 

to strike these paragraphs even though they are similar relief as 

requested by I&E in a separate proceeding.  . . .  In the event 

that this relief requested becomes moot at a future date because 

it occurs as a result of the resolution of the I&E complaint 

proceeding, it may be denied as moot or Complainants may 

withdraw this request for relief.  

Second Interim Order at p. 8 (Order entered Mar. 12, 2019) (emphasis added). 

11. The relief requested here (a Remaining Life Study to be conducted by an 

independent consultant) is now moot because it has been granted in the BI&E Complaint 

Proceeding.  As the Commission held in Petition of OSBA, where relief requested in one 

proceeding is granted in another proceeding, the proceeding seeking similar relief becomes moot.  

This case involved OSBA petitioning the Commission to institute an investigation into PAWC’s 

water line breaks and outages where the Commission three days later ordered its own investigation 

into the issue.  The Commission held over OSBA’s exceptions that the OSBA petition was moot 

because “the remedy sought by OSBA’s petition has been accomplished.”  The Commission did 

not find persuasive OSBA’s arguments that the Commission’s investigation was not exactly what 

OSBA requested because nothing prevented OSBA from pursuing further remedies for violations 

found pursuant to the investigation.  

12. The same is true here.  Flynn Complainants are seeking an independent consultant 

to perform a Remaining Life Study of the ME1 pipeline.  The Commission ordered just that when 

it approved the Settlement, which includes the following term: 

SPLP agrees to retain an independent expert to conduct a Remaining 

Life Study that will consist of a summary of SPLP’s Integrity 

Management Plan (“IMP”), a remaining life evaluation of ME1, 

calculations that are described in more detail in the bullet paragraphs 

that appear below, and will be forward-looking in manner, and 

intended to assess the longevity of ME1. 
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The Remaining Life Study should be conducted by a qualified 

independent expert that has conducted independent studies for, but 

not limited to, governmental entities, such as the Pipeline and 

Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (“PHMSA”) or State 

Commissions, and the Pipeline Research Counsel International 

(“PRCI”), American Petroleum Institute (“API”), or the Interstate 

Natural Gas Association of America (“INGAA”). Within thirty (30) 

days of entry of a Commission Order approving any settlement of 

this matter, SPLP shall provide I&E with a list of three (3) proposed 

independent experts, along with contact information, a brief 

description of the expert’s background and a disclosure as to 

whether the proposed expert performed any work in relation to ME1 

as well as a description of that work. I&E will select one (1) expert 

from the list provided by SPLP and SPLP will hire and pay the 

expert to complete and review the study. The expert shall complete 

the Remaining Life Study within six (6) months from being 

contracted by SPLP. A summary of the expert’s findings shall be 

made public (excluding proprietary or confidential security 

information (CSI)). 

 

The Parties agree that the Remaining Life Study will include the 

following: 

 

• ME1 corrosion growth rate based on the most recent In-Line-

Inspection run, sectionalized as appropriate;  

• Supporting documentation to demonstrate the corrosion growth 

rate. This may include a graph estimating corrosion growth from 

installation of ME1 to the present time;  

• Retirement thickness calculations that consider: (1) pressure 

design thickness; and (2) minimum structural thickness;  

• Remaining life calculations by: (1) segment; (2) age; (3) coating 

type; and (4) soil conditions;  

• A schedule identifying portions of the pipeline to be replaced or 

remediated over the next five (5) years;  

• A summary of the portions of ME1 that were previously retired 

with an explanation of the characteristics of the pipeline sections 

that led to the replacements;  

• A listing and description of threats specific to ME1, with a 

summary of how each threat and the associated risks are mitigated;  

• A summary of the top ten (10) highest risks identified on ME1 with 

an explanation as to how the risks are mitigated;  

• An explanation of how anomalies, dents and ovalities are formed 

on the pipeline and addressed by mitigative measures;  

• A summary of the leak history on ME1 including a description of 

the size of each leak;  
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• A discussion of the history of ME1, including when cathodic 

protection was installed, when coating was applied, and the various 

measures performed by SPLP, including the implementation of new 

procedures; and  

• A discussion to illustrate how managing integrity lengthens 

pipeline life.  

 

For so long as ME1 remains in Highly Volatile Liquid (“HVL”) 

service, SPLP agrees to supplement the Remaining Life Study by 

providing a summary report on an annual basis that summarizes 

SPLP’s continual process of evaluation and assessment to maintain 

the pipeline integrity of ME1. The report will also include a list of 

the next year’s planned preventative and mitigative actions (such as 

system improvements) and a list of integrity enhancements that were 

performed on ME1 the prior year, as required by and consistent with 

the applicable 49 C.F.R. Part 195 requirements. The public version 

of the report shall not contain information that is proprietary or 

contains information subject to the Public Utility Confidential 

Security Information Disclosure Protection Act, 35 P.S. §§ 2141.1 

to 2141.6, and the Commission’s regulations implementing such Act 

at 52 Pa. Code §§ 102.1 -102.4. 

Settlement at III.B. 

13. The Commission made three modifications to this term, which SPLP and BI&E 

accepted.  BI&E v. SPLP, Docket No. C-2018-3006534, Opinion and Order (Order entered Aug. 

19, 2020).  First, the Commission precluded ex parte conversations between SPLP or BI&E and 

the independent consultant.  Second, the Commission put procedures in place for SPLP to review 

the Remaining Life Study for Confidential Security Information and directly submit the study to 

BI&E, requiring the document to be in a locked PDF format for SPLP’s review and affidavits from 

both the independent consultant and SPLP attesting to the fact that SPLP did not alter the study.  

Third, the Commission put similar procedures in place for the public summary of the Remaining 

Life Study.  The relief Complainants request has already been granted and is moot. 

14. Complainants may argue that their requested relief is not moot because they want 

a Remaining Life Study they prefer.  Such arguments fail based on Petition of OSBA, where the 

Commission rejected OSBA’s arguments that its petition was not moot because OSBA wanted 
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similar but differing relief.  The Commission’s reasoning applies here too because just like OSBA 

there, here Complainants will have access to the public summary of the Remaining Life Study and 

could pursue additional relief at a later time based on those results.   

15. Moreover, such arguments opposing the terms of the Remaining Life Study have 

already failed.  Flynn Complainants were granted intervention in the BI&E Complaint proceeding 

and the ability to file comments.  Flynn Complainants submitted comments that included as an 

exhibit an affidavit from Dr. Zee.  Regarding the Remaining Life Study, Flynn Complainants and 

Dr. Zee alleged in the BI&E Complaint proceeding that the “inspection and studies the settlement 

proposes going forward are seriously deficient” and raised the same recommendations and issues 

raised here.  Compare BI&E v. SPLP, Flynn Comments at Exhibit A, pp. 13-20 (Dr. Zee Affidavit 

making recommendations relating to Remaining Life Study), with Dr. Zee Direct Testimony at 

31:18-39:6, 41:26-41:42 (making recommendations for Remaining Life Study).  Flynn 

Complainants also alleged in their comments that the independent expert is not independent.  Id. 

at Comments pp. 10-11.  Your Honor considered these comments and did not find them 

meritorious when approving the Settlement without modification.  BI&E v. SPLP, Docket No. C-

2018-3006534, Initial Decision (ID entered Dec. 18, 2019); Interim Order (Order entered Oct. 11, 

2019) (denying BI&E and SPLP Motions to Strike Flynn Complainants Comments regarding ME1 

pipeline).  Flynn Complainants did not file exceptions to the Recommended Decision nor did they 

file comments to either of the Commission’s two Tentative Orders.  They cannot now collaterally 

attack the Commission’s approval of the Settlement and the Remaining Life Study term. 

16. Complainants may also argue one of the three exceptions to the mootness doctrine 

may apply.  These arguments also fail.  The three exceptions to the mootness doctrine are: “conduct 

at issue is likely to be repeated but will necessarily escape judicial review,” “a great public interest 
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in the resolution of the controversy,” or “one party will suffer a substantial detriment if the 

controversy is not judicially resolved.”  Utility Workers Union of America, Local 69, AFL-CIO v. 

Public Utility Com'n, 859 A.2d 847, 849–50 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2004).  In Utility Workers, the 

Commonwealth Court held none of these exceptions applied to overcome mootness regarding a 

complaint that the utility had used an outside contractor for meter reading where during the 

pendency of the proceeding the utility hired the outside contractor as an employee.   

17. Regarding exception 1, conduct likely to be repeated that will escape judicial 

review, the court explained there was no record evidence that the conduct there would be repeated 

or that the issue would escape judicial review if repeated.  So too here.  SPLP is legally obligated 

through its assent to the Settlement as modified in the Commission’s Order to have an independent 

consultant complete the ME1 Remaining Life Study and public summary.  If these documents 

reveal violations, BI&E or Complainants could attempt to pursue relief based thereon.  There is 

no evidence that the issue would escape judicial review.   

18. Regarding exception 2, great public interest in the resolution of the controversy, the 

court explained there was no great public interest because there was no indication that the utilities 

conduct harmed the public.  The same is true here.  As Complainants admitted, Dr. Zee cannot 

conclude the ME1 pipeline is unsafe, let alone that SPLP’s alleged conduct will harm the public.   

19. Regarding exception 3, a substantial detriment to one of the parties if the 

controversy is not judicially resolved, there is no detriment to any party here.  The “controversy” 

here is whether a Remaining Life Study should be performed for ME1.  There can be no harm to 

Complainants where SPLP is legally obligated to have such Study performed including a public 

summary.  The relief requested is moot. 
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B. Issues and Evidence Regarding Integrity Management, Cathodic Protection, 

And Corrosion Control Should Be Removed From This Proceeding 

20. Because the relief requested for a Remaining Life Study on the ME1 pipeline is 

moot coupled with Flynn Complainants admissions that the only expert testimony on the issue 

does not go beyond concluding a Remaining Life Study is warranted, these issue should be stricken 

from the case and testimony on these topics should not be admitted.  This will result in conservation 

of significant resources of all parties, Your Honor, and the Commission.  There is no reason to 

litigate a moot issue and Your Honor has the authority to limit this issues and evidence thereof.  

Supra Section II.B. 

21. The relief requested for integrity management, corrosion control, and cathodic 

protection is limited to a Remaining Life Study and there is no evidence that supports any other 

relief based on these issues. 

22. Flynn Complainants have specified that the relief they request for alleged pipeline 

integrity, corrosion control, and cathodic protection issues for the ME1 pipeline is for a remaining 

life study of the ME1 pipeline conducted by an independent expert.  Flynn Complainants’ Answer 

to SPLP Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Integrity Management, Corrosion Control and 

Cathodic Protection at ¶¶ 1 (p.19), 6(p.11), 21(p.5) (filed August 13, 2020).  Flynn Complainants 

expressly denied that they were seeking to have the ME1 pipeline shut down prior to a Remaining 

Life Study, but instead they were seeking “to shut down the older pipelines only after an 

investigation has concluded that they cannot be safely operated or that Sunoco is not likely to 

operate them safely.”  Id. at ¶ 21(p.5). 

23. Flynn Complainants admit that Dr. Zee’s testimony does not conclude that the ME1 

pipeline is in fact unsafe, but instead that such determination cannot be made without a Remaining 

Life Study. 
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In closing, for an expert to be able to form an opinion as to the 

present, likely condition of the 12-inch and 8-inch lines, a good deal 

more information would be required than has been supplied to 

Matergenics to date. 

Id. at ¶ 33 (pp.15-16).  Complainants also admit that Dr. Zee’s “conclusions” do not go beyond 

recommending a Remaining Life Study: 

Dr. Zee was asked whether an investigation was warranted. His 

definitive answer is in the affirmative. His opinions, therefore, do 

not go beyond that answer. 

Id. at ¶ 44 (p.27). 

24. While other Complainants may have requested other types of relief related to ME1 

based on integrity management, cathodic protection, or corrosion control issues, there is absolutely 

no evidence to support such relief.  The only expert testimony that any Complainants presented on 

this issue is that of Dr. Zee and as stated above, Flynn Complainants admit his testimony does not 

go beyond the conclusion that a Remaining Life Study is needed.  

25. Removing this issue from the case will result in substantial saving of time and 

resources for all parties, Your Honor, and the Commission.  If this issue is not removed from the 

case, SPLP predicts it will have extensive cross examination at hearing for Dr. Zee, and it is likely 

Complainants will have substantial cross on the issue for SPLP Witnesses Garrity and Field.  

Removing the issue from the case will save significant hearing time.  Moreover, this is an issue 

that will require extensive briefing by the parties and extensive consideration by Your Honor and 

likely the Commission.  There is no reason to waste everyone’s time and resources litigating an 

issue that is moot. 
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26. Accordingly, SPLP moves to preclude from admission into the record the following 

testimony and exhibits:  

- Dr. Zee Direct Testimony at: 

o 6:1 (“8-inch pipeline and the”) 

o 6:4 (“the subject 8-inch pipeline and”) 

o 6:20 (“the 8-inch Mariner East 1 (ME1) and”) 

o 6:22 (“their”) 

o 7:27 (“We..) through 7:29 

o 7:38-39 

o 9:39 (“8-inch and”) 

o 11:9-14 (including table) 

o 12:18-17:13 

o 19:18-21:45 

o 23:18-24:43 

o 25:11-25:29 

o 25:34-26:39 

o 31:19-20 (“8-inch ME1 AND” and “pipelines”) 

o 31:25-26 (“8-inch Mariner East 1 (“ME1”) and”) 

o 32:2-6 

o 34:28-39:6 

o 40:22-37 

o 41:19-24 

o 41:45 (“and 8-inch”) 

o 42:11-12 (“8-inch pipeline and the”) 

o 42:19 (“8-inch pipeline and the”) 

o 42:22 (“8-inch pipeline and the”) 

o 42:26 (“these pipelines”) 

A redline version of the public Direct Testimony of Dr. Zee is attached as Exhibit A. 
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- Dr. Zee Direct Exhibits: 

- Exhibit 2, pdf pages 17-176 (Repair and maintenance records for 8-inc ME1 pipeline) 

- Exhibit 4, documents with file names beginning with bates ranges 5721, 5738, 5751, 

5764 (PHMSA Accident Report Forms for ME1 pipeline) 

- Exhibit 5 (Right-of-way walking reports for ME1 pipeline) 

- Exhibit 6 (Strain gauge and top of pipe monitoring data and reports for ME1 pipeline) 

- Exhibit 7 (ME1 8-inch pipeline inspection report) 

- Exhibit 9 (ME1 CIS documents) at: 

o pdf pages 195-699, bates range 32304-32809 

o pdf pages 710-738, bates range 32819-32844 

o pdf pages 742-748, bates range 32851-32857 

o pdf pages 810-837, bates range 32919-32946 

o pdf pages 866-886, bates range 32975-32995 

o pdf pages 899-903, bates range 33008-33012 

- Exhibit 10 (Summary of ME1 CIS data) at: 

o pdf pages 9 through the first row of page 10 

o pdf page 15, second and third row 

o pdf pages 17-19 

- Exhibit 11 (ME1 CIS data) 

 

- Dr. Zee Surrebuttal Testimony at: 

o 3:14-15 (“JF-5…”) 

o 3:23-26 (“As for …”) 

o 4:14-15 (“Every single … Morgantown.”) 

o 4:27-28 (“if there…Matergenics.”) 

o 4:31 (“Both respect to Morgantown in particular and”) 

o 4:39-40 (“The inspection… October 15, 2019.”) 

o 5:7-7:29 

o 8:7 (“both the 8-inch and”) 

o 8:14-16 (“Along more… bad.”) 

o 8:27-9:5 
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o 9:9 (“ME1 and”) 

o 9:17-10:4, including table 

o 10:14 (“ME1 and”) 

o 10:27-10:30 

o 12:1-2 

o 12:30-39 

o 13:17-21 

o 13:35-39 

o 14:17 (“Furthermore, …) through 14:19 

o 14:32 (“8-inch and”) 

o 14:34 (“other than … recently.”) 

o 14:37-16:22 

o 17:33-21:32 

o 23:27-25:23 

o 26:16-20 

o 26:35-36 (“The wall thickness… Morgantown.”) 

o 27:1-4 

A redline version of the public Surrebuttal Testimony of Dr. Zee is attached as Exhibit B. 

 

- Dr. Zee Surrebuttal Exhibit 3 (PHMSA NOPV regarding ME1) 

 

IV. REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED SEVEN-DAY ANSWER PERIOD 

27. SPLP drafted and filed this Motion within eight days of the Commission’s Opinion 

and Order approving the Settlement becoming final (September 8, 2020) which resulted in the 

mootness on which this Motion is based.  Given the hearings in this matter begin on September 

29, 2020 and that a decision granting this Motion will save substantial hearing time, SPLP requests 

parties be required to file an Answer to this this Motion within seven days.  
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V. CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, Sunoco Pipeline, L.P. respectfully requests that Your Honor:

(1) Grant this Motion in Limine;

(2) Hold the relief requested for a Remaining Life Study for the ME1 pipeline is moot;

(3) Preclude from admission into the record evidence identified in Paragraph 26 above;

and

(4) Order Answers to this Motion be filed within seven days.

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Thomas J. Sniscak 

Thomas J. Sniscak, Esq. (PA ID No. 33891) 

Whitney E. Snyder, Esq. (PA ID No. 316625) 

Hawke, McKeon & Sniscak LLP 

100 North Tenth Street 

Harrisburg, PA  17101 

Tel: (717) 236-1300 

tjsniscak@hmslegal.com  

wesnyder@hmslegal.com 

/s/ Robert D. Fox 

Robert D. Fox, Esq. (PA ID No. 44322) 

Neil S. Witkes, Esq. (PA ID No. 37653) 

Diana A. Silva, Esq. (PA ID No. 311083) 

MANKO, GOLD, KATCHER & FOX, LLP 

401 City Avenue, Suite 901 

Bala Cynwyd, PA  19004 

Tel: (484) 430-5700 

rfox@mankogold.com  

nwitkes@mankogold.com  

dsilva@mankogold.com 

Attorneys for Respondent Sunoco Pipeline L.P. 

Dated: September 16, 2020 
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Q. Please state your name, position and business address. 

2 A. 
3 
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6 

7 Q. 
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My name is Mehrooz Zamanzadeh, Ph.D. ("Dr. Zee") I am the founder, president, 
technical director and chief scientist at Matergenics Inc. in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. My 
business address is 100 Business Center Drive. Pittsburgh, PA 15205. 

Please describe Matergenics, Inc. 

Matergenics Inc. is a state-of-the-art materials testing laboratory and corrosion 
engineering firm. We provide root cause failure analysis determinations, inspection and 
corrosion risk assessment of aging infrastructure and equipment, pipelines, metallurgical 
testing, coating testing, materials analysis, and cathodic protection analysis. We serve 
industries including the electric power utility, telecommunication, oil and gas, pipeline, 
aerospace, automotive, water and wastewater, medical, and manufacturing industries. 

Dr. Zee, is Exhibit Zee-1 a current "ersion of your Cuniculum Vitae? 

Yes, it is. 

EXHIBIT ZEE-1 IS OFFERED INTO EVIDENCE 

Please describe your educational and professional experience. 

I hold a Bachelor of Science and Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering 
and a Ph.D. in Material Sciences from Pennsylvania State University. I joined the 
National Iranian Oil Company in 1980 upon completion of my doctoral work. In 1985, I 
joined Carnegie Mellon University in the capacity of Post-Doctoral Research Associate 
under a corrosion grant from IBM. From 1987 to 1994, I was employed at Professional 
Service Industries, Inc. (PSI), a consulting engineering and materials testing firm in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania as a Technical Manager. In 1994, I established Mateo 
Associates, an engineering and corrosion firm in downtown Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In 
2008, Valmont Industries, a publicly traded company, acquired Mateo Associates and 
later sold it to Exova Group PLC in 2015. In 2017, I was able to regain ownership of the 
engineering fim1 that I established and renamed it Matergenics, Inc., where I serve as the 
founder, president, technical director and chief scientist. I am a National Association of 
Corrosion Engineers ("NACE") Certified Corrosion Specialist with over 25 years of practical 
experience in the corrosion engineering management, materials selection and cathodic 
protection/coatings fields. NACE is the global leader in developing corrosion prevention 
and control standards, certification and education. Specifically, with respect to corrosion 
certifications, I am certified by NACE as a Materials Selection/Design Specialist, a Coatings 
Specialist, a Cathodic Protection Specialist, and as stated above, a Corrosion Specialist. I 
have worked in the oil and gas, and electric power utility industries throughout my career. I 
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have provided a wide range of materials and corrosion engineering solutions for these 
industries. 
Have you received any industry recognition or awards? 

I have been the recipient of the Colonel Cox Award for the Appalachian Underground 
Corrosion Short Course (2010), the NACE International Fellow Award (2008), the 
American Society for Metals (ASM) International Fellow Award (2006), the ASM 
Entrepreneur of the Year (2004), and the NACE Outstanding Service Award (1996). 

Have you taught courses that are relevant to this matter? 

Yes. I have lectured and taught frequently on materials selection, corrosion, coatings, 
cathodic protection, and failure analysis (fracture mechanics). I have lectured at Carnegie 
Mellon University and Pennsylvania State University. For technical societies, I have 
lectured at NACE, American Foundry Society (AFS), ASM, and American Society for 
Non-Destructive Testing (ASNT). I have also presented at the Electrical Power Research 
Industry's BC Hydro Corrosion and Degradation Conference, and West Virginia 
University's Appalachian Underground Short Course. I am a certified NACE Instructor 
for corrosion engineering, cathodic protection, and condition assessment courses. I am 
approved NACE instructor for Condition Assessment and Cathodic Protection 

Have you occupied any leadership positions in the corrosion prevention industry? 

Yes. I have been the chairman and a trustee of the NACE Local Pittsburgh Section. 

Do you have experience working with pipeline corrosion assessment and evaluating 
the integrity of underground pipelines? 

Yes. After getting my PhD in Material Sciences, I was employed by NIOC, PSI, Mateo 
and Matergenics, all dealing with pipeline corrosion risk assessment and corrosion 
mitigation. In addition, I have been a consultant for Kem River Gas Transmission, 
Schlumberger Subsea Division, Dura-Bond Industries (including Dura-Bond Coating 
Duquesne, Dura-Bond Pipe Steelton, and Dura-Bond Pipe McKeesport), and many 
others. 

What is the scope of your current responsibilities? 

• Management of Capital Projects 
• Setting Up Corrosion Risk Assessment/Corrosion Mitigation Programs, 
• Coating Selection/ Application, Cathodic Protection, Corrosion Inhibitors System 

Design and Selection 
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• Technical CP Audits and Troubleshooting in Corrosion Control Programs 
• Failure Analysis Root Cause Determination 
• Engineering Studies and Technical Consultation 
• Writing Standards/Certification Programs for Corrosion Assessment and Corrosion 

Control 
• Managing and setting up Big QA/QC Corrosion Risk Data Centers 
• Setting up Corrosion Engineering Courses: NACE Approved Instructor 

Can you identify some of the standard practices that you have been active in 
developing? 

STG 05 Cathodic/ Anodic Protection 

STG 08 Corrosion Management 

STG 41 Electric Utility Generation, Transmission, and Distribution 

STG 35 Pipelines, Tanks, and Well Casings 

TGC 527 Consensus-Corrosion Prevention and Control Planning Standard and 

TEG 187X Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion 

How much writing have you done in your field? 

I've published dozens and dozens of articles in professional j ournals, some of them 
having been professionally referred. Topics that are pertinent to this proceeding include 
(a) AC interference and corrosive soils; (b) corrosion risk assessment and mitigation 
strategies; ( c) coating selection; ( d) cathodic protection, 

Are you the holder of any patents? 

Yes, I was the principal investigator and lead contributor for more than three dozen 
patents. Some of them have related to coatings and corrosion resistant materials. 

What are some examples of projects that Matergenics has worked on? 

Project examples: 

• Corrosion control and cathodic protection in oil and gas production: transmission and 
distribution. 

• Corrosion Risk Assessment and Corrosion Mitigation in Electrical Utility and Oil/Gas 
Industries. His analysis and identification of serious corrosion and stress corrosion 
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cracking problem within a refinery after Hun-icane Katrina saved the company 
approximately 1 million dollars in con-osion repair costs. 

• Con-osion control in refining units, Atmospheric Unit Overhead, Hydrogen Units, 
Water/Waste Water Treatment systems in refinery applications for NIOC. 

• Development of an innovative con-osion monitoring and investigative technique for 
high mass utility poles for Valmont Industries. This method enables the client to 
assess whether a strncture should be repaired or replaced. He has also provided 
product and process improvements for enhanced con-osion protection for utility poles. 

• Con-osion control of underground pipelines through application of coatings and 
cathodic protection 

• Con-osion control: storage tanks/piping 
• Con-osion monitoring: test coupons, electrochemical techniques and NDT 

Have you been qualified as an expert witness in corrosion prevention by courts 
and/or administrative tiibunals? 

Yes. I was qualified as an expert witness m con-osion prevention in the following 
matters: 

• Alcan International Limited and Solvay Fluorides, Inc. v The S.A. Day Manufacturing 
Co., Inc., No. 94-CV-286H, 1999 WL 605702, United States District Court, W.D. 
New York (July 14, 1999) 

• Barrett v. Renz TDBA et al., No. GD-00-011610, 2001 WL 3700087, Court of 
Common Pleas of Pennsylvania (November 12, 2001) 

• Sports & Exhibition, et al. v Johnstown Welding, et al., No. GD04007881, 2001 WL 
36265390, Court of Common Pleas of Pennsylvania (November 30, 2001) 

• Michael Schmelzer v Hilton Hotels Corp., No. 05-cv-10307, 2007 WL 4247050, 
United States District Court, S.D. New York (October 3, 2007) and 

• McWane, Inc. dlb/a Clow Valve Company v Chevron U.S.A., Inc.; Diamond Oil Co. 
and Oskaloosa Gas & Oil, Inc. , No. LALA074105, 2008 WL 6259643, District Comt 
of Iowa, Mahaska County (August 11, 2008). 

Have you testified at trials and hearings as an expert witness on corrosion issues? 

Yes. In addition to the cases listed above, I have testified in trials and hearings in the 
following matters: William Paul, et al. v CDG Engineers & Associates et al., Circuit 
Court of Pike County, Alabama (July 22nd, 2007); Panama City Beach Condos Limited 
Partnership v Axis Surplus Insurance Co., No. 5:06-cv-00198-RS-AK, 2007 WL 
4659621, United States District Court, N.D. Florida, Panama City Division (October 18, 
2007); Steinberg v Hussey Cooper et al., San Diego Superior Court Case No. GIC784469 
(October 2007); Kane County Public Building Commission v Wight and Company, Kane 
County Judicial Center, St. Charles, IL; Gen. No. 03 LK 475 (October 2007). 
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Q. Do you have other relevant experience as a corrosion expert in legal matters? 
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Yes. I have provided deposition testimony in the following matters: Lang v Progressive 
Exp. Ins. Co. No. 11-C-0188, 2012 WL 1409936, United States District Court, E.D. 
Wisconsin (April 20, 2012); and Elkins Constructors, Inc. v American Builders & 
Contractors Supply Co., Inc., et al., Nos. 312010CA085219, 312010CA075220, 2013 
WL 12321353, Florida Circuit Court (October 30, 2013). 

Dr. Zee, are you generally familiar with the allegations of the Flynn defendants 
concerning the condition of the 8-inch ME1 pipeline and the 12-inch bypass 
pipeline? 

Yes, I am, 

Dr. Zee, are you generally familiar with the allegations of the PUC's bureau of 
Investigation & Enforcement in its December, 2018 Complaint against Sunoco? 

Yes, I am. 

Then, is it safe to say that issues have been raised in both cases that implicate 
cathodic protection, pipeline coatings, side drain measurements, close interval 
surveys, microbiological induced corrosion, ILi tools, integlity management and 
other aspects of evaluating and maintaining HVL pipelines? 

Yes, those issues are all involved in this case. 

Are those all aspects of integlity management with which you are familiar? 

Yes, they all are matters with which I am very familiar. 

Do you believe that based upon your education, training ancl experience you are 
capable of rende1ing an opinion to a reasonable professional certainty on the 
following matters: 

(1) whether or not Sunoco's integlity management program complies with good 
engineering practices as well as its own internal integlity management plan 
document; 
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(2) whether or not Sunoco's operation of the 8 itteh pipeline Mtd tlte 12-inch 
pipeline shoul,I be reviewed for corrosion risk both externally and internally; 

(3) whether or not Sunoco's operation of tlte stth;jeet 8 ineh pipelitte ttttd the 12-inch 
pipeline should be reviewed for safety considerations from a corrosion risk point 
ofview; and 

(4) whether or not Sunoco shouhl continue operating these pipelines without a 
thorough investigation by an independent expert. 

The answer to this question is definitely "yes." 

13 FLYNN DEFENDANTS OFFER DR. ZEE AS AN EXPERT QUALIFIED TO TESTIFY AS 
14 TO THE MATTERS TO WHICH HE HAS STATED HE IS CAPABLE OF RENDERING 
15 AN OPINION TO A REASONABLE PROFESSIONAL CERTAINTY. 
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What was your firm, Matergenics, retained to do in this case? 

We were retained to (a) review ce11ain public and highly confidential documents, and (b) 
review the condition of ttte 8 ifteh. MMiaer Bast 1 (Mgl) tmd the 12-inch portion of the 
Mariner East 2 (ME2) workaround pipelines. Both of these pipelines date back to the 
1930's. Finally, we were asked to make recommendations concerning tflett' future 
maintenance and/or operation from corrosion point of view. 

Dr. Zee, how did Matergenics go about preparing your analysis? 

At Matergenics my staff and I work collaboratively under my supervision. 

Can you provide an overview of the materials that you reviewed? 

Documents were provided by Flynn attorney Michael Bornstein to Matergenics, Inc. as 
pdf files. These included both public documents and confidential and highly confidential 
documents. 31,521 pages of materials were supplied. Of these, 3390 were identified as 
"public." The balance were marked "Confidential/Highly Confidential." 

On August 9, 2019, an in camera inspection took place on premises of 
Matergenics. Under supervision of a Sunoco attorney, Matergenics staff were permitted 
to examine additional documents stamped "Confidential Security Information" ("CSI"). 
Staff were not allowed to take notes or photocopy any of the CSI materials. 
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The initial in camera review has shown that the CSI materials consisted of a 
pipeline integrity management ("IM") manual and hazard assessments dated 2013, 2017 
and 2018. Matergenics does not here comment on the hazard assessments. 

On January 6, 2020, we were given the opportunity to examine the IM data as 
well as ancillary material referred to in the CSI documents. We were allowed to take 
notes on this occasion. 

Matergenics further notes that it understands Flynn counsel has requested an 
opportunity for us to participate in the excavation and condition assessment of portions 
of the MEl and ME2 pipeline. At the time of this report we have not yet been able to do 
so. 

Pursuant to certain discovery orders m this case relative to production of 
documents, we also reviewed: 

• Records confirming tests and upgrades m Chester and Delaware Counties smce 
January 1, 2013 

• Integrity Management Plans 
• Documents summarizing maintenance and upgrades in Chester and Delaware 

Counties performed since January 1, 2015 
• Documents reflecting leaks, punctures and ruptures on the 8 itteh: and 12-inch 

pipelines since January 1, 1986 
• 1052 pages (39 pdf files) of Close Interval Surveys (CIS) furnished in late, 

December, 2019 

We have examined the documents produced by Sunoco and fmd thatthere are 215 
inspection and repair records covering 2013 to 2016 and one comprehensive inspection 
report from April 2014. Vl e htwe seen tht'ee ptJ'ehHe itttegt'tl)' Stltl'lfflM'ies far ME 1 
eevet'iHg 20 16 1:e 20 18. Th.et'e tthe ·wet'e IL I it1:spee1:iet1: ttt1:e maly reperis far ME 1 
ee"<'et'iHg 20171:e 20 18. 

T11ere also were right of way (ROW) reports for the period April 20, 2019 to June 
16, 2019. There were documents reflecting leaks, punctures and rnptures going back to 
2002. 

Finally, there were numerous records extraneous to the purpose of our technical 
review, including legal documents, a first responders' manual, and so on. 

Reltt-1:ive 1:e 1:h.e Mergttfl:feV,'H fltleieeffi ef 21\pfil, 2017, we htwe t'eviewed tt 
sttfflfflM'Y filJ96ri tts well ttS the ple8:6iHgs B:He the je in1: ftle1:ien fer se1:tleftleftf tlJ9J9f6¥ttl. 

It is our understanding that Flynn counsel was unable to secure access to the 
Reliable searchable software platform in its review of the Sunoco documents. 
Matergenics was able to obtain the Foxit PhantomPDF software and that software was 
used to look for key words in the 31,521 pages of materials. As with any such software, 
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no one claims it has a 100% success rate and it is acknowledged, therefore, that relevant 
documents may not have been identified. 

Can you comment on aging pipelines and corrosion failure in general? 

In general, aging underground pipelines are at risk of corrosion failure due to coating 
degradation, external corrosion and stress corrosion cracking. Corrosion failures in aging 
pipelines are either sudden catastrophic ruptures or gradual leaks due to localized 
corrosion and cracking. Many factors associated with these corrosion areas are coating 
failure, degradation, disbondment, blistering, delamination, mechanical pressure and 
stress concentration, galvanic action, corrosive ions, the presence of moisture, corrosive 
soils, stray current interference, AC interference, inadequate cathodic protection and 
shielding. These areas have a much higher statistical probability of catastrophic failure 
and rupture. 

Most of the time initiation of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) and pitting 
corrosion are detected by coincidence in excavation and digs and is not targeted or 
predicted by analysis of corrosion performance parameters. Internal or ILI tools have 
limited capability for detecting or identifying stress corrosion cracking and pitting 
corrosion initiation. 

It may be noted that aging, by itself, may not result in corrosion of 
a steel pipeline. In theory, it is possible that there will be constant/consistent soil 
conditions, coating conditions, absence of potential damage mechanisms/threats 
throughout the service life. But in reality, this just does not happen. Coating degrade and 
disbondment take place. 

A pipeline will be exposed to various potential damage mechanisms/threats 
throughout its service life. If these damage mechanisms/threats are not identified, 
controlled and/or mitigated in time, it could result in pipeline failure. Typically, aging 
presents corrosion problems as well as corrosion induced cracking. 

Cast iron, wrought iron and bare steel pose the highest risk compared to coated 
carbon steel. As the pipeline ages, coating on the pipeline could 
damage/disbond/delaminate and result in corrosion with age at the exposed areas in the 
aggressive soil conditions. 

In our opinion, integrity assessment must be in place for aging pipelines. It is 
necessary that there be (a) External corrosion direct assessment (ECDA); (b) Internal 
corrosion direct assessment (ICDA); and (c) Stress Corrosion Cracking Direct assessment 
(SCCDA). 

What are the primary forms of corrosion attack in corrosive soils? 
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The two main forms of corrosion that have been observed are localized, (pitting) 
corrosion and stress corrosion cracking. Both pitting corrosion and stress corrosion 
cracking are localized in nature and occur when corrosive ions are exposed to the steel 
surface under disbonded/delaminated coating or at coating defects. 

Pitting corrosion is a type of corrosion that is confined to small area. It usually is 
an autocatalytic process in the absence of AC/DC stray current corrosion. Active pitting 

corrosion is considered structural corrosion when the corrosion penetrates the steel. 
Pitting corrosion can be initiated due to presence of corrosive ions under a disbanding 
coating that acts as a shield to cathodic protection or in the presence of AC interference. 

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is a form of corrosion cracking that is associated 
with near-neutral pH or high pH. For near neutral pH stress corrosion cracking, the 
electrolyte contains a dilute solution of carbon dioxide and bicarbonate ions with a pH 
between 6 and 7. This type of corrosion cracking is associated with limited branch 
transgranular cracking and the crack walls contain corrosion products. High pH SCC is 
caused by a solution of carbonate ions with pH between 9 and 10.5 exhibiting 

intergranular cracking with limited branching. Stress corrosion cracking can initiate 
under dis bonded coatings that may shield cathodic protection. 

Can you explain the role of coatings in corrosion protection? 

One of the oldest measures of corrosion protection is to coat the substrate with a 
polymeric material. An organic coating can protect a metal substrate by two 
mechanisms: 

• Serving as a barrier for the reactants: water, oxygen, and various ions. 
• Serving as a reservoir for corrosion inhibitors that may assist the surface in resisting 

corrosion attack. 

Are there different types of coatings? 

There are a number of different types of coatings that have been used specifically to 
provide corrosion protection for buried or submerged metal structures including coal-tar 
based coatings, polyolefins, shrink sleeves, wax-based coatings, asphalt, urethanes and 
blends, epoxy phenolics, polyureas, esters, and fusion bonded epoxy coatings (FBEs). 

Have you prepared summaries that identify repair reports that show the coatings 
found on the 8 itteh Mttl 12-inch pipelines? 

Yes as you can see from the two tables below. Exhibit 2 shows the documents reviewed. 
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Summary of Sunoco Pipeline 12.750-Inch Pipe Repair Reports1 

- - -- - -..... 
■ - ■ I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 

I 

Stt1Ht1t1u-y 6f StHt6e6 Pipeline 8.62S Itteh Pipe Repair Rcpo1 ts2 
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For the 12-inch pipeline, what did you notice about corrosion associated with bare 
pipes? 

For the seven months that we had information for, bare pipe had the greatest amount of 
COlTOSlOn. 

What is cathodic protection? 

Cathodic protection ("CP") is a method for reducing cotTosion by minimizing the 
potential difference between the anode and cathode. In this method, a current is applied 
from an outside source to the structure to be protected, such as a pipeline. When enough 
cutTent is applied, the whole structure, (pipeline) will exhibit one potential and the anodic 
sites on a pipe will cease to exist. 

In soil environments, cathodic protection is effective if the real potential of steel 
(without the ohmic drop) is more negative than -850 m V with respect to a 
copper/saturated copper sulphate reference electrode. 

Catt )'8tt tell ff'8Hl tfle d8ettffletth wltat: CP erit:eria vtere ttsed 8ft tfle 1\11':,1 pipeline? 

Ffeint the ee,eumettts, i-t is H:eit dettt· Ylfttlt GP eritefi.tl w tls uses eitt MEl f)if)ehtte . SuH:e,ee, ' s 
tlftswe, te, 1:he l&E eeintf)ltlifl:1: tlelffieiwleeges H:eit ffl:eetiH:g 1:he ffliH:ifflttffl: 85QmV CSE 
(C6f)f)ef Ce,f)f)ef Sttlf)httte ,efe,eH:ee Eleetre,cle) ~JACE SPQ169 GP e,i-terieiH:. Ltte tltltllysis 
Fepe,rtecl 1:hat 1:he leak is clue to mieFOeiologieally' iHfltteH:eecl eoffosioH, Of MIC. IH 1:he 
etlSe e,f ~HG, 1:he f)OlMi2ecl fJ 6teH:titil e,f 95Q fflV C SE Of ffleire H:egtltive she,ulcl ee 
ee,H:siee,ee . ~Je, 88:1:tl (")f ,efernH:ee thttt she,11",'S 1:htlt 1:he f)6tetltilll is 11'1:tlitttlliH:ee tit ffl6fe 
negtltive 1:htlft 95Q mV CSE . 

Are tflere lNlzCEi st:attdttl'tls tflftt: ha, •e ft heal'itt~ 8ft tflis isstte? 

Yes ,_ fof eJtttffl:ple: 

lNA:Cl':i 8P9169 2913 Ei:1:t:racl: 

6.2 1 A.1 · fied or is ro ucing or sulfate-reducing 
bacteria) , th Under some conditions, a 
polanzed JO rm,,,~;ia, od1c polanz.allOn m:ght be 
required. 

6.2.1.4.2 At , . t.2 and 6.2.1.3 may not 
60 ·c (140 °F)1, the pol E or more negative 

On mill-scaled steel, cathodic polarization greater than 100 mV might be required ... 
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Vlhttt did yeu lettrH: ttheut SuH:eee's ettthedic preteetieH: frem review ef reeerds iH: 
the l.&E ttroeeediHg? 

Froffl Arren:din C of tA.e Join:t 8ettlefflen:t ffl otion:, !'tt f'Bge 8, it wBs rerorted tft!'tt "At 

stEttiem 2 459±00, whieh is Bflt3r€miMBtely 1,, 030 feet fr~ tfl:e le!lk, 8PLP' s reeerds 
ll'tdieEtted efitftodie rrnteeti:on: reBdi~s of €128 fflV ffi 2016 Bn:d 739 ffl V in: 2015. 

Adeeitt!'tte efithedie 13reteeheR is Eteftieved !'tt tt Reg!'ttive e!ttfl:edie retefltittl ef 850 ffl Y ef 
lo•l!'er". Froffl readil'l'gs, it is e•tideA-t t-Rot tfte I90teA-tials 0Fe fflail'!tall'ted !'tt nrnre I9ositi•10 
tfiEtfl 850 fflV C8E. Moreo11er, OH roten:tiBls 0Fe reeorded. There is n:o fflen:tion: of OFF 
I9otel'!tials." 

Frotn tftose doeeUtJe~, ifteh:td~ £ti~oeo' s Ansiner, it Bflf)eEtrs tftEtt £t:ffleee' s 
rositi:on: is tft!'tt Et n:eg!'tti11e roten:tiBl of 850 fflV n:eed n:ot ee fflEti:n:tEtin:ed eeeB:Use 8t:ffloeo 
has taken: other arrro11ed sters to rroteet agllin:st eorrosion:. This Bltern!'tti11e sehetne is 
referred to eelow BS tfie "100 fflV eriterion:". 8Ufioeo gi:'les tfte ifflrressiofl tftEtt tfte 100 
fflV eriterion: 'li'BS used BS tA.e ripe is 9 deeEtdes1 old, tAe eo!'tti~ fflight hB11e degrEtded, Bn:d, 
eould ee due to eeon:offlie reEtson:s. Hov1e11er, this eriterion: is n:ot 'IBlid in tA.e presenee of 
!tfl:Etefebie bEtetefiB sr gBl'l!tfl:ie ttetieR. 

Cttn you n tthtin the role of ttntteroliie litteteritt in this ttroeess? 

Yes, we eBfl: st0Ft witft ttfi l'MrCE st!tfl:d0Fd: 

'NA:CE PuhlietttioH J61Q8 lQQ8 SC, OH◄~ HuHdt•ed 1\Ulliari1olt (1ttV) Cttthodie 
Pahtrizetion Criterion E*treet: 

ost pipeline operators using 
· · ciriterion follow a 

the n ~..r\/n , . 100 
mV criter reviously 
discussed ~ ,-,-.r cathodic 
polarizatio erating at 
elevate cteria 

edition, 100 mV a 
t to mit~gate corrosion. 
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ted in 
imum 

similar 
50 mVcSE pot ,,...,..~,._ ·n 

enceof anaerobic bacteria. 

Gen yo11 etplein the ehelleages WHlt 1:00·? 

Moreo\let , the 1noj01 dis11ch11nt11ge ofthis eriteii on is that polarized potcnti.11ls eould fllll in 
the r&Rge of Skess CoFrnsion Cr&e!EiRg (seq on e ~13eline. l.t Foom te!BfleFBftlFe of 
~ ~ the 13otentiel rnnge is ii·Offl ee out 558 mV CSE to 788 mV CSE. FoF 
suseCJ3tiele 13iJ3elines in 8Hlei ent teHt13eHhH·e conditions, flOIB1·i2eEI 13otentiels v;ithin this 
1'8Rge shoulElee woiElecl 

APe tltePe etty eheFts thet help etplein the diffieeley of s11eeessf11Hy meinteiftiRg the 
1:00 m Y a>iteFion? 

Yes, see eel ow: 

No SCC 

60 

C Range in Carbonate/Bicarbonate Envir 

CE Puhlication 35108-2008-SG, 
Criterion (Figure 23) 
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Othercoating type:s-

1 

.c-.ri,erion 

Fusion Bond ed Epoxy 

White or 
near-white 
surisce 

fl diagram for decision-making with respect to the 
t e 100 mV catho.dic polarization criterion1111 to avoi 
ossibUity of high-pH sec. 

1~ The -sa!e use of the· 100 mV cathodic potarization Cfflerion in acoordance 
~ this chsrt does not guarar.tee that tiigh pH SSC does not occur. only 
that it is extremely unlikely . 
If» SMYS -= s._pecjfied minimum yi.!kt strength. 
,ci Sased on laboratory analy,sis of limr.ed fieetd dsta. 

FIGURE - ow Diagram for Decision-making with Respect to the Use of the 1 m V Cathodic 

Polarization Criterion to Avoid the Possibility of High-pH SCC 
'jerence: NACE Publication 35108-2008-SG, One Hundred Millivolt (m Cathodic 
olarization Criterion (Figure 2 4) 
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Then, can you summarize your view on the -850 mV criterion? 

Yes. To summarize, just as the -850 m V CSE polarized potential criterion ne 
ore electronegative in the presence of sulfate reducing bacteria, the same is t e case for 

tH . 100 m V cathodic polarization criterion. 

other conditions where -850 mV criterion sh 

of Stray cun-ent and Alternate Cun-ent Interferen 

Stray cmTent co1TOsion i due to cun-ents following thr ugh paths other than the intended 
circuit. This type of con-o ·on is localized in coate pipes and takes place at discharge 
points (pinholes and mecha ·cally damaged area . Failure can occur in a rather short 
service time. 

No information was provide to us r garding stray cun-ent surveys. Sunoco needs 

to disclose if any stray current survey erformed on this MEI line. If performed, data 

should be submitted for review. Stray c nt corrosion is a major concern for accelerated 

COffOSlOn. 

What is the role of altem.at· current interfere ce in pipeline coITosion? 

Typically, coated pipeline are located near electric tr mission lines and run parallel to 
high voltage transmissi lines (HVTL). AC interferen can take place by conduction 
or an induction mec nism causing con-osion in the bliste d areas of the coating. The 
presence of AC in rference can cause serious pitting con- ion even on pipes under 
cathodic protecti n. This is even the case if the -850 m CSE criterion is met. 
Uncertainties e st as to the reason for this. 

No mfom1ation was provided on AC interference surveying. unoco needs to 

disclose if any survey was performed on this MEl line. If performed, ata should be 
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What is the role of microbiological induced corrosion (MIC) in pipelines? 

Generally, erground pipelines are protected from y coating and CP. 
However, the pr tive measures are not always effe · e to protect the pipelines, 
especially when the coa rrent is shielded from reaching the 
trapped water/liquid. As a res occurs on pipelines under disbonded 
coating. 

Since nearly a 1ls are naturally rich with m· biological activity, detecting 
presence of MI on external side of the buried structure d pipelines is really 
challengin and coating are the only mitigation options for on direct buried 
pipe. noco needs to disclose if any soil analysis was performed at t ite of the 

organtown accident. 

Can you explain Cathodic Protection Shielding by Protective Coatings 

Cathodic protection shielding is defined as preventing or diverting the cathodic protection 
current from its intended path. Many companies are aware of the problems with CP 
shielding, yet some continue to use the same coating types and construction practices that 
have tendencies to cause CP shielding because of economics involved. Information 
relating to this problem in the case of ME 1 is missing. 

Several pipeline operators now list CP shielding disbonded coatings as their 
leading root cause of external corrosion. Coating systems like coal tar can cause 
increased demands on a CP system and often present difficulties in achieving adequate 
protection levels. If coatings disbond from the pipe and if electrolytes can enter into this 
area, a serious corrosion condition can result because the protective CP current may be 

shielded from reaching any active corrosion cells. 

Depending on a coating resistivity, water absorption, pH and oxygen permeation, 

the risk of corrosion of the underlying metal can be light uniform to significant corrosion, 
SCC or bacterial corrosion. 

Have you prepared an overview of factors that may contiibute to corrosion? 

Yes, see the chart below: Presence of DC power source near the pipeline, and shielding 
37 coatings for MIC. 
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' Some ti! the taus~, 
fd1 AC lnterfurnn(.e 

E><ternal Corrosion I ='•<Ow•"" I • s~ -cor-.c.J,:)11 ~-racb,'.t tack of cathodic 
Protection (CP) 

Lack or Inadequate tad or Inadequate 
• MIC- - -
• 5t1ili'/'C<.Jl'l'Eell't 

• ~C-ln~~ 

corrosion mitigation corrosion mitigation 

I 
bacterja (Ex: SRB) 

Internal Corrosion Coating Disbandment 

Coa!JngShielding 

Lack. of Corrosion 
oontrol program 

Error in the inspectior, 
technfguetoolto 

detect sec; 

= minNACE I 
and CFR regulation 

requirements 

...._ Changes in foreign CP 
system 

-

Significant lack or Inadequate CP 
fluctuation in the 

current of the power 
hnes resulting in AC 

- ( more electropostt:lve 
than - 950 mV) 

and DC currer,t 
dens,ities greater 
than NACE21424-
1.01.B parameters 

- Coating degradation 
and disbondrueilt 

You've done a technical review of the Flynn production documents furnished to you 
by counsel, is that correct'? 

Yes, we have. 

Let's start with your review of the public documents. What did you find from the 
Public 104 documents? (Exhibit Zee-3) 

Public 104 Documents: 

A total of 172 document files were identified in this folder. These documents all fall 
within the range of SPLP00002625 to SPLP00005708 

The documents in this folder are primarily legal documents related to the original 
civil suit and ex parte emergency order of PA PUC BIE v. Sunoco Pipeline, and a few 
other related civil suits (Dinniman v. Sunoco Pipeline and Andover Homeowner's 
Association v. Sunoco Pipeline). Numerous parties filed petitions to intervene in this 
matter. 

There are some more technical documents in this folder, including a Pennsylvania 
Coordinated Response Exercise for First Responders (CORE) Emergency Response 
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Manual (SPLP00004529), and Energy Transfer Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 
documents related to the following 

• Aboveground Components I Overhead Crossings - SPLP00003961 
• Annual Corrosion Control Surveys - SPLP00004140 
• Emergency Response Training Exercises - SPLP00004817 
• Investigation of Pipeline Anomalies -SPLP00004244 
• Hazardous Liquids Pipeline Shutdown and Startup - SPLP00003838 
• Structure to Electrolyte Potential Measurement - SPLP00004042 
• Pressure Protection and Relief Valve Capacity Verification - SPLP00004330 
• Public Awareness Plan - SPLP00004447 

Numerous other Energy Transfer SOPs are found in these 8 specific document 
files as well. These SOPs may be. important in asce1iaining the adequacy of the Sunoco 
Pipeline / Energy Transfer operating procedures. 

What did you find from the public 113 documents? (Exhibikt Zee-4) 

A total o 7 document files were identified in this fo lder. 
PLP00005715 to SPLP00005777. 

A total of documents are United States Department of ansportation Accident 
Reports - Hazardous iquid Pipeline Systems for the Mari East 1 (MEl) pipeline 
from 3-22-2002 to 4-26- 17. Failure causes include pinh e leaks, Viton O-ring leaks, 
improper plug installation, d "undetermined." Thes may be important. They are 
summarized as follows: 

• SPLP00005715: Repo 
Delaware County, PA, o 

Accident occurred at Tinicum, 
2. Summary follows. 

"COMPLAINT OF ODORS BY P. OPERTY O R LED TO INTEGRITY TESTING AND 
EXCAVATION ALONG A PARA L SECTION OF 8-I HAND 12-INCH PETROLEUM PRODUCT 
LINES. THIS INVESTIGATIO RESULTED IN DETE 
LEAKING ADJACENT TO OMMERCIAL BUSINESS ( EL). NO EVACUATIONS WERE 
NECESSARY. RESPONS WAS LIMITED TO LOCAL FIRE EPARTMENT AND TOWNSHIP 
OFFICIALS. PA DEP, COAST GUARD, US FISH & WILDLIFE 1'. 
INSPECTIONS OF LEAK LOCATION. NO IMPACT TO DARB REEK IS EVIDENT. THE 
ROOT CAUSE O HIS FAILURE CAN NOT CONCLUSIVELY BED ERMINED SINCE THE 
FAILED SEC N OF PIPELINE CAN NOT BE RETRIEVED BECAU 
DAMAGIN ADJACENT BUILDING DUE TO ITS CLOSE PROXIMITY 
THE PIPE E SECTION AT THE LEAK IS APPROXIMATELY 12 FEET DEEP A CROSSING 
OF D Y CREEK. THE PIPELINE HAD ILi BY A HIGH-RESOLUTION ULTRASON PIG DEVICE 
IN O OBER 2001 WITH REPORT BEING RECEIVED IN JANUARY 2002. THE SECT! OF LINE 
T , T LEAKED HAD A REPORTED FEATURE AND WAS SCHEDULED TO B FIELD 

VESTIGATED AFTER THE DISCOVERY OF THE LEAK. IN ORDER TO GATHER ADDITI AL 
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE FAILED SECTION OF PIPE, A VIDEO CAMERA WAS RUN INSI 
THE FAILED PIPE SECTION TO LOCATE AND EXAMINE THE FAILURE LOCATION. T IS 
INTERNAL VIDEO INSPECTION CONFIRMED THE LOCATION OF THE LEAK AS BEING HE 
SAME LOCATION AS THAT REPORT BY THE ILi. BASED ON THE AVAILABLE INFORM ION, 
THE LEAK APPEARS TO BE CORROSION RELATED, EXACT CAUSE UNKNOWN." 

• PLP00005721: Report dated 12-23-2008. 
tmoreland County, PA, on 11-25-2008. 

AILURE ANALYSIS REVEALED ThlPROPER INST LATION OF THE 
PRIMARY CAUSE OF THE FAILURE AND DEF RMATION OF THE 

KIEFFNE 
PLUG AST 
TOR F1TTIN 
AMENDED PER 
NEWPROCED 

AS A CONTRIBUTING FACTOR. OUR ROCEDURES WERE 
MSA REQUEST AND E1,1PLOYEES WERE -QUALIFIED WITH THE 

• SPLP00005725: ·aent occurred at Glen Mills, 
Delaware County, PA:, on 4-10-2015. Summ follows. 

"On 4/10/2015 at approximate! d ephonically reported a petroleum odor to 
the SPLP Control Center. The Jin field personnel were dispatched to the area 
and detected a rainbow sheen on an int mittent inage swale in a wooded area adjacent to the 
pipeline ROW. Emergency Response an ncide Command was initiated and the source of the 
odor was traced to the Point Breeze to Mont 1 2" refined products pipeline system. This area of 
the pipeline was excavated and a Plidco re ir clamp was used to effect repair at the failure 
location. Permanent repair via cut out and r lac ent was planned however the area of the failure 
was located in a wetland area that is s ~ect to A DEP pennitting. Permit approval process 
significantly delayed permanent repai . As of 7/1 2017 the failed section was cut out and 
replaced. The failed section was sen o a laborato or failure analysis. The failure analysis 
report confirmed that the cause of the failure wa external corrosion. The most likely 
mechanism for the external con: sion was coating fail which caused localized shielding of 
the CP. In 2016, Def/MFL/S /LFM and UT Crack ILI t ls were run and subsequent repairs 
and replacement of sections o is pipeline were affected inclu · g the cut out and replacement of 
this failed section of pipe. ubsequent to the repair program hydrostatic pressure test was 
completed to requalify the OP." 

• Report dated 6-22-2016. Accident 
ounty, PA on 5-27-2016. Summary follows. 

"On Friday, 727/2016 at 13:04, a High-High LEL Alann Condition Triggered a ility Lockout 
at Twin O s meter station and pipeline shut down. Event notification was sent to su rvision and 
field per nnel were dispatched to investigate. Leak was discovered at the receiving pi rap door. 
Respo e included isolation of the pig trap and flaring of the remaining product contain in the 
pig t p. When purged and made safe to open, the pig trap door was assessed and was 
det mined that the O-Ring door seal had failed which caused the release. A new O-Ring 
i tailed, leak tested and the pipeline was returned to nonnal operation." 
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• SPLP00005751: Report dated 9-13-2016. 
Township, Blair County, PA, on 8-16-2016. 

"On Tuesday, 8/16/2016, a High-High Alarm Condition triggered a Facility L ckout at 
Hollidaysburg Pump Station. Event notification was sent to supervision. Field per nnel were 
dispatched to investigate. Leak was discovered at the receiving pig trap clos e. Response 
1 eluded isolation of the pig trap and flaring of the remaining product containe n the pig trap. 

n purged and made safe to open, the pig trap closure assembly was assess cl. Investigation 
dete ined the pig trap closure O-Ring had failed which was the im aiate cause of the 
release A new O-Ring was installed, leak tested and the pipeline w 
operation " 

• 764: Report dated 4-26-2017. Acciden occurred at Morgantown, 
Berks Coun PA, on 4-1-2017. Summary follo 

"On April 1, 2017 at 15: 7, a call was received by the Sun o Pipeline LP (SPLP) Control Center 
via the company emergenc number from a landowner re orting a possible leak along the pipeline 
ROW at 5530 Morgantown d, Morgantown, PA I mal notifications were made and SPLP 
field personnel were immedia ly dispatched to the ield to investigate. Field personnel arrived 
onsite at approximately 17:00 an confirmation o e release was made at approximately 17:04. 
NRC notification was made at 17: (Report 11 %15) that same day. Required follow up report 
to NRC was made on April 3, 2017 t 1546 eport 1174748) updating the volume released to 
20bbls and also providing updated coor · nat of the release location." 

"The pipeline was shut down and the e ed area was isolated via upstream and downstream 
mainline valves. Product was disP. ced d the isolated segment was nitrogen purged. 
Subsequent excavation revealed t source o he leak as an external corrosion pinhole. The 
affected section of piping was c out and rep ced and the failed section was sent to a 3rd 

party laboratory for failure a lysis. Failure ana sis indicated that the leak occurred at the 
bottom of the pipe at an are· of external corrosion c incident with the heat affected zone of a 
girth weld. The failure an sis confirmed the cause a external corrosion and indicated that 
microbiologically induc corrosion (MIC) may have ntributed to the observed external 
corrosion." 

Even though th performance of failure analyses were entioned in some of the 
accident reports, the echnical review of documents did not i ntify any such failure 
analyses. Failure alysis of an accident should be made available ·n the public domain. 
Two of the rep s in particular, are important (SPLP00005725 a d SPLP00005764) 
because they s cifically state external corrosion as the root cause offa ure. 

(SPLP00005777) is an umeadable (too small) spreadsheet 1ich may be 
presume to be a summary of MEI accidents over time. Even under high m ification 
the te acks sufficient resolution to be readable. It would be very useful to o ain this 

sheet, or at least a readable copy. 
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Please comment on the documents you found in Public 165, 166 and 169 from 6-17-
19. 

Public 165166169Documents (6.17.19): 

A total of 3 document files were identified 111 this folder (SPLP00005786, 
SPLP00005837, SPLP00005843). 

All are incomplete segments of hearing testimony from the PUC and the PA 
Environmental Hearing Board ranging from 3-2-2017 to 5-10-2018. A search of the 
major keywords using the Foxit PhantomPDF software found only 1 document 
(SPLP00005843) with much discussion/comment related to the keywords. 

• Pennsylvania Environmental Hearing Board meeting, March 2, 2017, pages 559, 
567-568. Tree roots are attracted to pipe by the cathodic protection system; and 
can cause coating failure (p. 559). Coating over welded areas; and installation of 
pipe (pp. 567-568). 

p.559 

Q. Why can't you replant trees in the right-of-way itself? 

A. Trees in relationship to the pipeline right-of-way cause two issues. 1t obstructs 
visibility from an areal patrol inspection, we ' re required to inspect our right-of
way very often by the federal government. And from the sky is the most efficient 
way to perfonn that inspection. The other problem is trees for the most part can 
have invasive roots and they're attracted to the pipe by the cathodic protection 
system. Electrical current that we use to protect the. pipeline. Those roots will 
wrap around the pipe and they can actually damage the coating that we use to 
protect the pipe and it will prematurely cause coating failure and failure that needs 
- cause to go repair the pipe. 

pp. 567-568 

Q. Can you tell me the purpose of the timber mats? 

A. Timber mats is another means of dispersing the load of the equipment and prevent 
compaction. The equipment itself has low pressure design in both low pressure 
tires or tracks, depending on the type of equipment. 

So definitely when you get to wetlands and soft areas, you put timber mats down 
so the equipment won't sink and/or compact the ground. 

After the travel lane' s established, the surveyors come back through and they'll 
stake out a center of where the pipe is supposed to go for the ditch crew, and that's 
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basically a backhoe or another type of rotary excavator that will excavate the 
ditch, separate the topsoil and the subsoil. Behind them comes a crew with the 
truck crew, sometimes at the same time, sometimes ahead or behind, will string 
out the pipe along one side of the right-of-way. 

Union welders come in. They weld up every joint of pipe. Every joint of pipe gets 
x-ray inspected to make sure the welds are solid and good. After the welds are 
complete, the coating crew comes through and they apply the protective coating 
over the welded areas because the pipe is coated but the weld areas have to be 
bare steel for the welding process. 

So then they inspect the coating to make sure that it' s that there's no dents, 
gouges, scrapes, pock marks. They lower the pipe into the excavation. They once 
again inspect the coating to make sure it didn't get damaged during the lowering 
in process. Coating is very important to the pipe. 

Please comment on the documents you found in Public 165, 166 and 169 from 6 
19. 

ic 165166169Documents (6.19.19): 

3 document files were identified m 
1, SPLP00006952. 

Two (SPL 006922 and SPLP00006941) are Sunoco Irect testimony before the 
PUC dated 3-1-2018; d one is an incomplete segment hearing testimony from the 
PUC dated 7-18-2017 (S P00006952). A search ofth ajor keywords using the Foxit 
PhantomPDF software foun 

Now, let's switch to documents st 
did you find in No.104, the ROW wa 

Highly Conj 104-ROW Walking 

1dential/highly confidential." What 
s? 

A total of 56 document files ere identified in this fo er, ranging from SPLP00000047 
to SPLP00000263. 

Sunoco right- way (ROW) patrol reports of MEI to UC covering the time 
period from 4-20- 19 to 6-16-2019, as one of the requirements f PUC to allow re
establishment ME 1 operation. The following four pdf docume s provide in an 

rm the data included in all the daily reports for the Sunoc El right-of-
inspections as required by PUC; extending from 4-20-2019 to 6- -2019. 

LP00000103 (ROW Inspection 4-20-2019 to 5-6-2019). 
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• SPLP00000 167 (ROW Inspection 5-7-2019 to 5-22-2019). 
SPLP00000235 (ROW Inspection 5-24-2019 to 6-9-2019). 

LP00000235 (ROW Inspection 6-10-2019 to 6-16-2019). 

is important here is that the report forms were desigq 
leak surveys. No leak surveys were conducted b 

Now, let's switch to uments stamped "confiden · /highly confidential." What 
did you find in No.104, S in Gauge Top of Pipe eports dated 6-17-19? 

Highly Conj 104 - Strain Gauge 

A total of 81 document files w s folder, ranging from SPLP00000267 
to SPLP00002583. 

Sunoco MEI subsidenc mspection data re rts to PUC covering the time period 
from 9, as one of the re ·rements of PUC to allow re
establishment of MEI o "ration. The reports are main data tables; and include the 
following. 

ion monitoring - data tables provided in reports 

• Top of · e elevation monitoring - data tables provided in reports. 
• Kiefi r daily strain gauge report - only a link to a secure website is pro 

ing abnormal was found in the inspection data. 

Did you review other documents from the 6-19-19 folder? 

ConfDocs Folder; 104 and 175-177 Highly Confidential Subfj 

The 104 suo- der contained 30 documents (rangi from SPLP00005892 to 
SPLP00006910) an e 175-177 sub-folder conta· 1 document (SPLP00007001). 
Documents in the 104 suo- mg types of repo1ts. 

• ME 1 pipeline stress 

• ME 2 alternative cons 

• ME 1 top of pipe el monitoring reports 
out program reports. 

ables provided in reports. 

round elevation monitoring reports - data ta 

abnormal was reported in the monitoring reports. 
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The one document in the 175-177 sub-folder was a set of 33 aerial surveys of Mariner 
East 1. 
Did you review 6-26-19 document production 1, 10 and 13 (Exhibit Zee-6) 

6.26.19 SPLP Production-Highly ConfCSI Docs Highly Confidential 1, JO, 13 

A total of 1647 document files were identified in this folder, ranging from 
SPLP00015477 to SPLP00028647. 

Of these, 1406 document files are judged to be irrelevant to the purposes 
·tigation support. These documents fall into the following general categories. 

• Unr able test results. 
• Test plan 

• ISNetworld OQ repo1ts. 
• Personnel lists and personne alifications of types (including welding and NDT). 
• Radiological inspections and quah 
• Line testing task reports. 
• ILI inspection anomaly reports such as deformation and other non-

corrosion/coating types. 
• Welding procedure spec· 

• Site inspections 
• Workperm· . 

safety and hazard analyses. 

The remaining 241 documents may be relevant to litigation support. Relevant 
document types include: 

• ltttegt>f~r Sl:tfflffl!tt'ieS . There Me 3 tfl:1:egrt~, sttfflffl!tt'tes (SPLP00008132, 
8PLP00008142, 8PLP00008154) For Mari:rter East 1. A.11 tht·ee summaries provide 
ffletttl leiss (eeirreisieitt) summ.Mies i:tt ttt:Ble :f6rm., peist repttirs. 
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• ILI inspection anomaly reports for Mariner East 1, specifically identifying exte al 
metal loss (con-osion). All of these reports were generated during the 2017-201 time 
period. These reports also include pit depth measurements. There are 22 d uments 

this type, identified as the following. 

opm1on of Richard B. Kuprewicz that "Th e are certain 
anoma · s or imperfections in pipelines, including con-osion threa that ILI 
asse ments cannot reliably determine." The implication is that many ases of 
e mal metal loss (con-osion) may have been overlooked by ILI inspection, a this 

is list of anomaly reports does not reflect the extent of the probable external tal 
loss / con-osion problem along the Mariner East 1 pipeline. ILI cannot dete 
initiation of con-osion and certain type of coating disbondments. 

• Pipelifte fflspeeti6H. There is 1 e6tnprehensive pipeliHe in:speeti6fl rep6ft t1ttte6 <I 3 
11; SPLP000 18052. (Eirhibit Zee 7) Alth.ettgh eeff6flien aaltt Wftfl H6t iaeHtifies, it 
Wftfl seeiaes te, keel' thi:s seettfl'l:eHt ifl the l'ele•rttftt etttegett')'. 

• Pipeline Inspection and Repair - Maintenance Record. There are 215 such reports 
(Exhibit Zee-2); and the SPLP numbers will not all be listed here These documents 
all fall within the range of SPLP00008166 to SPLP00030663. This classification is 
based on an inclusion of a pipeline inspection and repair maintenance form by itself; 
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or including other documentation. These reports cover the time period from 2013 to 
2016. 

What did you find from the 12-11-19 document production relative to coating specs? 
(Exhibit Zee-8) 

Flynn 12.11.19 SPLP Production-Highly ConfCSI Files \ Flynn Se 2, No. 19 - Coating 
Specs 

A total of 10 document files were identified in this folder, ranging from SPLP00031735 
to SPLP00031805. These are coating specification documents, with effective dates 
ranging from 2/6/15 to 11/1/18. They are titled as follows. 

• SPLP00031735 - Coating Selection Criteria, Effective Date 2/6/15. 

• SPLP00031737 - Coating for Above Ground Piping or Structures, Effective Date 
11/1/ 18. 

• SPLP00031744 - Coating of Transition Piping From Below to Above Ground; 
Effective Date 10/1/15. 

• SPLP00031747 - Wax Coating for Buried or Submerged Fittings, Valves, Tie-Ins, & 
Repairs to Linepipe Coating; Effective Date 10/1/15. 

• SPLP00031752 - Coating of Field Joints, Valves, Tie-Ins, Girth Welds, and Short 
Sections of Pipe Using Two Part Epoxy; Effective Date 11/1/16. 

• SPLP00031756 - Plant Applied External Fusion Bonding Epoxy Pipe Coating; 
Effective Date 2/6/15. 

• SPLP00031776 - External Coating of Girth Welds with Fusion Bonded Epoxy; 
Effective Date 10/1/15. 

• SPLP00031783 - Concrete Over-Coating for Pipe Coated with Fusion Bonded 
Epoxy; Effective Date 2/6/15. 

• SPLP00031798 - Concrete Overcoating for Pipe Form Method for Field Application; 
Effective Date 2/6/15. 
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• SPLP00031805 - Application of "Rapid Set" Concrete Over Pipeline Girth Welds; 
Effective Date 2/06/15. 

As these are all relatively recently issued specifications, covering the period 2015 
to 2018, it is our opinion that these specifications do not have an impact on our analysis, 
conclusions, and opinions concerning the cun-ent condition of the aging pipeline coatings. 

Did you review the recent document production stamped SPLP 32110 -33161? 

Yes, Flynn December 23, 2019 Production, SPLP 32110 -33161. (Exhibit Zee-9) 

What are these documents? 

These documents are close interval survey plots. 

What information is present in the plots? 

The plots consists of ON potential survey data. 

Is the provided information sufficient or do you want more information? 

Along with the plots, it would have been better if the following information was also 
provided: 
• Type of CP System 
• CP Design 
• Date of CP system Installation 
• If CP system is Impressed Cun-ent, Details of Rectifier settings/reads 
• Procedure followed for CIS and additional measurements 

Does these plots contain any information on additional measurements? 

Yes, lateral potentials or side-drain potential data is also recorded. 

What standard could be referenced for lateral potentials or side-drain potential 
survey? 

NACE SP0207-2007 
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Can you provide an overview oflateral potentials or side-drain potential survey? 

Side-drain potential survey, additional measurements, must be performed at the same 
time and same locations along the pipeline as the close-interval survey (CIS) 
measurements. Side-drain potentials should be measured and recorded on both sides of 
the pipe at the start of each survey run or may also be measured and recorded at areas 
indicating possible problems i.e., at low-potential sites and at the sites where structure-to
soil potentials changes abruptly. 

Side-Drain Potential Survey: 

A cell-to-cell surface potential gradient survey consisting of a series of side-drain 
potentials measured along a pipeline. 

It is recommended that side-drain potentials should be compared with potentials 
taken directly over the pipeline. More electronegative side-drain potentials compared to 
the potentials taken directly over the pipeline indicates that the flow of current in the soil 
is towards the pipeline; assuming steady soil conditions, current density and coating 
conditions. 

,vhat are the challenges with lateral potentials and side-drain potential survey? 

27 • Minor measurement errors due to incorrect placement of the reference electrodes can 
28 result in misinterpretation of the data. 
29 • Under certain conditions, a relatively strong localized anodic cell could exist on the 
30 bottom of the pipe with the top of the pipe serving ac;; a cathode and negative side-
31 drain readings could be measured while severe corrosion is actually occutTing on the 
32 bottom of the pipe at this location. 
33 

34 Q. 
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40 
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What are the findings from the review of CIS documents? 

A summary of the newly produced documents is attached as Exhibit I 0. Review of CIS 
data suggests that the electrode placed directly above the pipe is connected to the positive 
terminal of the voltmeter and the offset electrode to the negative terminal and side-drain 
potentials were measured on both sides of the pipe. Negative side-drain potential reads 
indicate that current is flowing towards the pipe. 

o Corrpro measured and recorded depolarized potential (A) and ON potential (B). This 
data assists in determining the voltage shift (B - A). However, Titan Corrosion 
Services (TSC) and CP Data manager has measured and recorded only ON 
potentials, no baseline inf01mation is available. 
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0 

■ Potential reads show possible presence of anodic conditions on the pipeline at 
this location. 

■ If direct assessment was performed, Matergenics expresses interest to know the 
results. 

■ If direct assessment was not performed and no further steps were taken, 
Matergenics as an independent expert would like to perform CIS at this 
location. 

o It was observed that potentials at some locations are more electropositive than -
0.500V. Some of the locations are identified and reported in Exhibit 10. 

o It was observed that some of the side drain reads were taken at more electronegative 
locations and not at less electronegative locations. Some of the locations are 
identified and reported in Exhibit 10. 

o It was observed that ON potentials at some locations are in the range -3V to -15.5V. 
This is not normally observed and the reason for this must be investigated. Very high 
potentials could result in coating disbandment. 

o Matergenics expresses interest to know the soil conditions at the low potential 
regions. If no soil data is available, Matergenics would like to perform soil resistivity 
measurements and collected soil samples for detailed lab analysis. 

From the CIS plots, can you comment that CIS survey was perfo1med in accordance 
with IM? 

During the review of appendix D (ECDA Plan) of IM manual, it was observed that CIS 
(SPLP00032017) could be performed in three conditions: 

■ 
■ 
■ 

CIS performed by Corrpro clearly indicates that the CP system can be interrupted. 
In that case, either ON/OFF survey or depolarized survey should have been performed by 
(TSC) and CP Data manager instead of ON survey. Matergenics expresses interest to 
know the reason for choosing ON survey. 

You have mentioned that potentials at some locations are more electropositive than 
-0.500V. What does that mean? 

Observed potential reads indicate that the pipeline section is not 
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receiving adequate cathodic protection and the locations are highlighted in Exhibit 10. 
From the low potential reads it is evident that the goal mentioned in Ilvl is not achieved. 
This means the pipe can be at high risk for corrosion. 

Can you classify the pipeline regions based on the potential survey data? 

- --· ■ ■ - ■ - •• -- - -I • --- •• - •• I - -
Matergenics expresses interest to know the proactive measures taken at the 

locations where ON potentials are very low. 

At my request, Dr. Zee, have you delineated the proper scope of pipeline evaluation 
and assessment relative to the Mariner East 8 itteh I\161 Mtd. 12-inch bypass 
pipelines? 

Yes 

Based on Matergenics' technical expertise and years of experience .in pipeline corrosion 

risk assessment, the scope of work needed for proper evaluation and ac;;sessment of the 8-

ifleh: Mft:l'tner Ettst 1 ("MEI") M:6 12-inch Mariner East ("ME2") workaround pipelines 
can be divided into two parts for better evaluation and assessment of the coating, cathodic 

protection (CP) system, CIS on the selected areas of the pipeline, and soil resistivity 
measurements. 

Part 1 covers on-site testing on the live pipeline which is a non-destructive testing 
(NDT). The tests covered under NOT are soil resistivity/corrosivity measurements, 

collection of soil samples close to the pipeline and potential measurements. The 
recommended non-destructive testing will not have any adverse effects on the mechanical 
integrity of the live pipeline. 
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P8:ft 2 e6¥et's lttb testittg 6f the ME 1 pipe t'etnfl:Mtt sttmples :fr6ni the tttdependettt 
lttb tI,at h~ perwt'ffled the MUtl)•sis. A.ls6, pflft 2 e6'Vet's testing 6f s6il SMl'iples e6lleeted 

:from site, e61'1'6Si6n p1'6euets if pt'esettt 6ft the MB 1 pipe t'emttMtt sttmples, liftuicl SttfflfJles 
:frottl e6tttittg blistet's MlB eMtittg samples e6lleetecl :fr6ffl the MBl pipe t'efflntl:ftt sMl'ipies . 

The testit1g cleset'ibecl itt ptlft 2 is tt clestmeti¥e testittg. 

Please provide an °''erview of the on-site testing protocol. 

The following should be petformed based on pre-assessment/In-Line Inspection (ILI) in 
selected areas: 

A. CIS in selected areas based on the previous ILi data; 

B. Soil Resistivity and Barnes Layer Testing and Analysis; 
C. Soil Sampling and Field Testing for Corrosivity 

A. Description of CIS Survey at Selected Areas 

During CIS, there is not any disruption to the service of the pipeline and most importantly 

the CIS test does not result in any compromise to the pipeline. During CIS, a connection 
is made to the pipe test lead in a test station or the structure, and the pipe to soil potential 
is measured at 5-foot increments along the pipeline. Distance measuring is conducted 

using the survey wire in conjunction with an electronic distance counter to measure how 
much wire has been dispensed. 

Pipe to soil potentials are measured as the reference electrodes are moved down the 
pipeline. These potentials are the basis of the CIS and provide a continuous pipe to soil 
profile of the pipeline in the fotm of graph. 

Interruption: During CIS survey, both ON and OFF potentials are recorded. To record 

OFF potentials, all the line rectifiers that affect the line section being surveyed are 
interrupted using synchronized interrupters. Synchronized interrupters switch the rectifier 
current at various ratios of "on" time to "off' time mostly at 4: 1. 

Data Logger: The data loggers or computerized voltmeters Allegro QX is used for CIS to 
record all of the required data during a CIS. Apart from the data loggers or computerized 
voltmeters, a wire dispensing system should also be used. The survey wire, 1.5-mile 
spool of #32 awg or 3-mile spool of #34 awg coated copper wire, would be used for 
maintaining constant electrical contact with the pipeline through connections made at test 

stations. 

Pipe Locator: In order to accurately record the pipeline pipe to soil potentials, pipe 
locator is used to place the reference electrodes over the pipeline. In this case, the 
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engmeer recording the CIS data would follow the engmeer locating the pipeline 

immediately ahead of him. 

B. Soil Resistivity and Barnes Layer Testing and Analysis 

In general, we consider two methods to measure soil resistivity, as follows: 

1. Wenner four-pin method, recommended for in-situ soil resistivity measurement and 

soil layer analysis (Barnes analysis); 

2. Soil box method, recommended for resistivity measurement of soil samples. 

ASTM G57 - This standard covers the equipment and procedures for measurement of soil 

resistivity. The standard describes two sets of equipment and procedures. One for in situ 
measurement of soil resistivity in the field, and another for measurement of soil 

resistivity of collected soil samples from the field. The latter can be perfonned in the 

laboratory or in the field. Our soil resistivity field measurements involve the use of four 

metallic pins (1 ft length approximately) driven into the ground. The instrument supplies 

a current to soil through outer pins and the voltage difference is read between the inner 

pins. To measure the soil resistivity at different depths, measurements can be performed 
with different spacing between the pins. 

C. Soil Sampling and Field Testing for Corrosivity 

In accordance with ASTM D4220 / D4220M, the following procedure needs to be used to 

collect soil samples: 

Soil samples will be collected from area (>8 ft) to the pipeline and 5 feet deep. 

1. The collected soil samples will be placed in clean plastic container. 

2. Soil samples will be identified with tags, labels, and markings prior to transporting 

them. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

Job name or number, or both, 

Sampling date, 

Sample/boring number and location, 

Depth or elevation, or both~ 
Sample orientation, 

Collector name (minimum CPl Technician) 

Special shipping laboratory handling instructions, or both including 

sampling orientation 
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500 grams of soil is the minimum amount needed to petform the basic protocol. Once the 
soil samples are received at Matergenics Pittsburgh Lab, the procedures described in Part 
2, Laboratory Testing, will be used for corrosivity determination. 

What is the recommended on-site testing protocol for digs? 

Three 500 ft segments of the pipe should be selected for close interval survey (provided 

the pipe segments in these areas are not replaced and are the original coated pipes). The 
dig location selections should be based on previous CIS data, soil resistivity and 
corrosion characteristics. Excavation would be the responsibility of SPLP. 

At all dig sites (3), soil, con-osion products and disbonded coating samples should 
be collected, labeled, logged in chain of custody fom1, and submitted to an independent 
lab. If no disbondment or other feature of interest was identified, samples would be 
discarded in the field. If SCC, localized corrosion or another feature of interest was 
found, small pipe sections should be cut and the samples should be shipped overnight to 

the lab. 

The following tests will be petfonned on the exposed pipe section: 

1. Visual examination, photographic documentation and macro-examination by digital 
microscope (Non-Destructive testing). 

2. Coating Thickness Measurement by Positector 6000 (Non-Destructive testing). 
3. pH measurement under disbonded coating by pH paper (Non-Destructive testing). 

4. Blister liquid sampling for laboratory analysis (Non-Destructive testing). 
5. Delaminated coating sample collection for laboratory analysis. 
6. Adhesion testing near delaminated areas (Destructive testing). 

7. Collection of con-osion products if present. 

~ 'hat is yottr reeoftlffletttletl lahortttory testiftg protoeol? 

The fell6wing lttl96fflf6f)' testing 6f e6lleeteci Sftfflf)les (s6tl, e6ff6Si6n f)f6cittets, ciisb6HBeci 

e6fl'1:iHg Sttfflf)les ttfl:B e1:1t rtre seeti6Hs) sh61:tlci be reff6fffleci: Mett1:ll1:1Fgiettl Ft1:il1:tfe 

E7vt1:l1:1ttf:i6H ttfl:B 8 6tl C6ff6SiYit)' DetefffliHfl'1:i6H. 

A. t\'letttHttrgieal "Fttilttre Ei,•ttltttttiott 

(1) The feilu,:c tu1t1l}¥Jia t9j£0Htf]i-pC aectians s},oHlei inelH61e the J\Jl:lt91,~i,,~: 
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(a) Photographic documentation throughout project work. 
(b) Visual examination including close-up inspection for contamination, 

defects, microstructure, and cross-sectional examination usmg 
magnification stereo microscope. 
Metallographic preparation and examination ( cutting, mounting and e hing with 

2% nital solution) of selected steel pipe areas. 
tallurgical cross-sectional optical microscopy to evaluate coati and substrate 

cha cteristics including microstructure, defects, voids, por 1ty, number of 
coati layers, layer thickness, contamination, and general ch cteristics. 

( e) Fourier ansform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) on both side of coating sample to 
identify e coating system functional group chemis y and determine if 
degradation r contaminants are present. 

(f) Scanning elec on microscopy - energy dispersive x-ra spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) 

on fracture su ce(s) of ruptured pipe at fract e initiation. If inorganic 
contaminants are 1 entified on the coating surfac x-ray diffraction (XRD) may 
be pe1formed. 

(g) X-ray diffraction of cor sion products on frac re surface(s). 
(h) Tensile, Charpy and Har ess testing to de rmine mechanical properties of steel 

pipe. 
(i) Chemical analysis of steel p properties. 
(i) Adhesion testing of coating p D3359 and / or ASTM D4541 to 

determine adhesion. 
(k) Soil testing ( chlorides, sulfates, r ·ty, corrosion rate, etc.) of collected soils . 
(Description of soil testing detaile eparate below. 
(1) Final technical report provid. g the resul of the examination, including analysis 

of data, determination and nclusions as to e cause of failure. 

(2) Examination of the coati chip and dollies with back · e of the coating includes: 

• Fourier Transfo infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) on bo sides of coating sample 
to identify th coating system functional group che · stry and determine if 
degradation contaminants are present. 

• Scanning e ctron microscopy - energy dispersive x-ray spect scopy (SEM-EDS) 
on both des of coating sample to perform elemental analys · of coating and 
possibl contaminants. If inorganic contaminants are identifie on the coating 
surf a , x-ray diffraction (XRD) may be performed. 

ination of the liquid sample includes: 

• Test for chlorides, sulfates, resistivity, corrosion rate. 
• MIC test. 
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(4) Examination of the corrosion products and calcareous deposits include: 

• SEM/EDS of corrosion products and AC nodules, if AC corrosion is pr ent. 
• XRD analysis of corrosion products and AC nodules, if AC corrosion s present. 

B. Labora ry Soil Testing to Determine Corrosivity 

alysis is very important when coating shields 

Id be representative of the are of interest, where the stratum of 
interest contains a vari y of soil types. It is desir le to sample each type separately. 
It may also be necessary prepare a mixed sam e. Tue sample should be reasonably 
large and thoroughly mixe o that it will be presentative. The soil should be well
compacted in layers in the sot box, with air aces eliminated as far as practicable. 

The measured resistivity will b depen nt on the degree of compaction, moisture 
content, constituent solubility, d emperature. The effect of variations in 
compaction and moisture cont e reduced by fully saturating the sample before 

placing it in the soil box. Th easurement will provide an approaching 
minimum resistivity, 
measurements. 

compared with "as-received" resistivity 

The recommended ASTM G51, Standard Test 

MethodforMeasu ing pH of Soil for Use in Corrosion sting. In ASTM G51, two 
apparatus are re mmended for pH measurement: Calomel d glass electrodes and a 
portable, batte -powered pH meter 

Based o ondition (soil, water, or combination) the following standard te 

sulfate ontent are recommended: ASTM Cl580, Standard Test Metho or Water
Solu e Sulfate in Soil and ASTM D4327, Standard Test Method for Anions in 
Su ressed Jon Chromatography 
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. Sulfides Content 

S fide ion, s-2, is found in ground waters and wastewater, causing odor and s ious 
sion problems. If acidified, these waters can release hydrogen sulfide (H2S which 

is e emely toxic even at low levels. There is no specific standard to me ure soil 
sulfide however1 since sulfide ions play a critical role in internal corrosion f pipelines 
in water stem, a specific standard test method for sulfide ions in water is eveloped in 
ASTMD4 8. 

Recommended sta: <lard test method for water sulfides co 1s ASTM D4658, 
Standard Test Meth for Sulfide Jon in Water. This test me od uses an ion-selective 
electrode in conjunct n with a double junction sleeve pe reference electrode to 

potentiometrically detect ulfide ions, s-2, in water. 

The potentials are read usin esolution (0.1 m V). Alternatively, 
ion meters with direct concentr ion scale for sulfid ions can be used. This test method is 
applicable in the range from 0.04 o 4,000 milligr s per liter (mg/L) of sulfide. 

F. Chloride Content 

The presence of chloride ion, 

corrosion of most metals. Chloride ions can attack and destroy the passive films 
(corrosion product layers) and ex etal substrate to co1rnsive environment. 

Like sulfides, there is no dire easure soil chlorides; however, since 

chloride ion is under regulatio in the water indust , and must be measured accurately, a 
specific standard test metho for chloride ions in wa r is developed in ASTM D512 and 
ASTM D4327. 

G. Chlorides Tes 

tandard test method for water chlorides ntent 1s ASTM D512, 
ethods for Chloride Jon in Water. In this stan rd, the following three 

are suggested: Test Method A: mercurimetric titra ·on; Test Method B: 
silver nitr e titration: and Test Method C: ion-selective electrode mef od. 

oil Water Content 

dry soil, regardless of its type and texture, is a non-corrosive environm 
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resistivity is usually very high-a very good insulator. It is the moisture in soil that tu s 
· into a corrosive environment. In fact, for most soils resistivity values decreases ra dly 
u il approximately 20% of a soil weight is water. Variations in soil water co ent is 

usu ly drastic due to seasonal variations in rainfall and temperature. Water c tent of 
soils a o depends on soil drainage capability-a function of soil type and text e (ASTM 

D2487), article size (ASTM D422), porosity, and mechanical pressur 
lateral location and depth. 

I. 

Recommended standar test method for water (moisture) cont t of soil is ASTM D2216, 

Standard Test Methods ater (lvfoisture) Content of 
Soil and Rock by Mass. is test method is used to termine the water (moisture) 
content by mass of soil, rock; nd aggregate where the r auction in mass by drying is due 
to loss of water. The reco nded drying tempe ture in ASTM D2216 is 110°C; 
nonetheless, this temperature m result in deco position of organic materials, and 
conversion of calcium sulfate dihy ·ate (gypsu to calcium sulfate hemihydrate that is 
not normally present in natural mater· ls exce 
the degree of dehydration of gypsum or 

organic soils, it may be desirable to dry t 
temperature. 

in some desert soils. In order to reduce 
reduce decomposition in highly/fibrous 

Two test methods are prov· ed in t · s standard. The methods differ in the 
significant digits reported and the s· e of the spec· en (mass) required. In method A, the 
water content by mass is recorde to the nearest 1 . For cases of dispute, method A is 
the referee method. In method mass is recorded to the nearest 
0.1%. 

This standard re ires the drying of soil in an o , which takes several hours 
for proper drying. The £ lowing test methods provide less ti e-consuming processes for 
determining water co 

D4643, Standard Test Method for De rmination of Water 
oisture) Content of Soil by Microwave OvenHeati 

STM D4944, Standard Test Method for Field Deter ination of Water 
(lvf oisture) Content of Soil by the Calcium Carbide Gas Pr sure Tester; 

• ASTM D4959, Standard Test Method for Determination of 

of Soil by Direct Heating 

Corrosion Rate Measurement 
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...... -~ed standard test method for evaluating the c01rosion ra 
G102, 

Information fr 

polarization orrosion rates 1s re 

n alloys. 

est specimens is: 
Rates and Related 

The conversion of 
loss in mils per year 

In light of your review of documents, are you in a position to discuss your findings 

in this case? 

The Flynn Complainants allege that the aging 8-inch and 12-inch Mariner East pipelines 
are in poor condition and must be evaluated by an independent expert. The Complaint 
seeks (a) appointment of an independent expert to conduct a "remaining life study," and 
(b) such other relief as may be appropriate. 

Initially, Matergenics was retained to assess the condition of these pipelines and 
make recommendations concerning their future maintenance and/or operation as well as 
the need for an independent expert to conduct a remaining life study. 

As noted more in detail above, we reviewed tens of thousands of pages of 
materials supplied by Sunoco to Flynn counsel. Among those was Sunoco's integrity 
management ("IM") manual. 

The initial in camera review of Sunoco's integrity management ("IM") manual 
was notable in two respects. First, the material supplied did not include a great deal of 
ancillary material that was expressly referred to in the CSI documents: procedures, 
inspections, data collection processes and reports Second, we were not permitted the 
opportunity to copy or make notes on the material that was provided to us. On January 6, 
2020 we were allowed a fuller review of the IM materials and were petmitted to take 
notes. 

We have now reviewed the entire Integrity Management Plan. The review of the 
planning document shows it to be reasonably comprehensive and detailed. The plan calls 
for root cause analyses, close interval surveys, and cathodic protection by maintenance of 
pipe-to-soil ON potential of greater than -850m V. These are all good engineering 
practices, as my testimony has otherwise indicated. 

Unfortunately, Sunoco's IM practices have not followed good engineering 
standards or its own IM plan. For example, even though the Plan specifies the 
undertaking and completion of root cause analyses (RCAs) for any and all pipeline 
failures, we have not seen satisfactory documented evidence for these analyses. The 
close interval surveys that Sunoco recently furnished do not meet the IM plan standards. 
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We also have documented instances of failure to maintain the pipe-to-soil ON potential 
of greater than -850 m V, again falling below Sunoco's own written standards. 

Failure Analysis Root Cause Determination 

Matergenics further notes that it understands Flynn counsel has requested an opportunity 
for us to participate in condition assessment and the excavation of portions of the ancient 
pipeline. At the time of this report we have not yet been able to do so. 

In the public documents, 8 documents were provided which included multiple 
Energy Transfer Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). These SOPs may be important 
in ascertaining the adequacy of the Sunoco Pipeline / Energy Transfer operating 
procedures. A total of 6 documents are United States Department of Transpo1tation 
Accident Reports - Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Systems for the MEl pipeline from 3-22-
2002 to 4-26-2017. Two of the reports in particular, are important (SPLP00005725 and 
SPLP00005 ,Z64) because they specifically state external con-osion as the root cause of 
failure. However, accompanying failure analysis and root cause analysis reports were not 
included in the document production. One Pennsylvania Environmental Hearing Board 
meeting, March 2, 2017 (SPLP00005843) briefly touched the point that tree roots are 
attracted to pipe by the cathodic protection system; and can cause coating failure ; and 
also discussed coating over welded areas; and installation of pipe. 

ln tfte 1'1:ig1'1:l:r ee,ttfidentittl de,etttttents, tt series e,f 56 Stttte,ee, rigttt e,f Vitt)' (RO\\!) 
patre,l reports of ME 1 to PUG eoYerittg tfte tittte period frottt 4 20 2019 to 6 16 2019, flfl 

e,tte e,f the reqttiretttenf:s e,f PUG te, ttlle,w re estttblisftfflent e,f ME 1 e,perntie,tt. \\!hat is 
itttpe,t"'tttH:t 1'1:ere is tftttt tfte repe,rt ffif'ffl:S were designed f6r be,th right e,f Wtt)' patre,ls tttld 
leak surveys. J>fo leak sttrveys were em1dtteted by Sttttoeo, ttS tftey do not ttpj'}ettf t o have 
been reqttired by PUC itt e,rder fe,f Stttttwe, te, ree,pett tfte pipelitte . 

A totttl of 3 ifltegrity stttttmttries vtere fatttttl in the highly eonfitlefltittl tloettmeflts. 
A t e,tttl e,f 22 itt line 

me l'eri08 vtePe Felt1:teel 
to extemttl metttl loss ; tl:flti ineltttle pit depth mettsttfemeflts. We eonettf with the opittiott 
of R iettttrd B. Kttprewiez thttt "There ttre eertttitt ttfl:Ot1'l:ttlies e,r imperfeetie,ns itt pip elines, 
ittelttding ee,ffe,sie,tt tftfettts, that lU tlflsessments ettt1tte,t feliltbl) 1 detef'ffl:itte." -=Rte 
impheation is that mtl:fly eases of extemttl metttl loss (eorrnsion) mtty h:ttv e beett 
o¥efle,olted by lU inspeetion, ttH:d tfti-s list e,f tttl6tttttl)• rep e,rts d e,es tt6t refleet the eittent 
e,f the pre,bttble eittem ttl metttl. le,ss,1ee,ffe,sie,n pfe,blettt ttle,ttg tl1e Mttrittef Ettst 1 pipelitte. 

A total of 215 Pipeline Inspection and Repair - Maintenance Records were found 
among the highly confidential documents. This classification is based on an inclusion of 
a pipeline inspection and repair maintenance form by itself; or including other 
documentation. These repo1ts cover the time period from 2013 to 2016. 
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Pipeline integrity is mostly managed by: (1) close interval surveys; (2) coating 
surveys; (3) internal cotTosion monitoring; and ( 4) technical training of people in 
charge. Many pipeline operators don't know the extent of what they have in the ground, 
or the cotTosion conditions that are critical for designing an effective cotTosion 
monitoring/cotTosion control strategy. 

Our review of over two thousand Sunoco technical documents shows a pipeline 
integrity system that lacks a centralized source sufficient to document cotTosion 
incidents, factual cotTosion data, cotTosion risk assessments/ aspects of the aging pipeline 
and cotTosion mitigation. 

CotTosion failures, ruptures and explosions of aging pipelines are made more 
likely in cotTosive soils and when there is a lack of an effective integrity management 
program that considers disbonded coatings, shielding, MIC and cathodic protection. 

BttSeS OH: PUC :f6ffllttl eOH:lf)ltttnt stttes DeeefflBef ~ 2018 (t"rf)f)eH:Bil{ C) ttfl:8 the 
fttet thttt (tt) the 8 itt:eh litt:e ttfld the 12 itt:eh litt:e dttte bttek to the 1930s, ttfld the reeords 
v,·e lutve eeeH: Stlflf)lied Fefleet (e) eotttittgs thttt shield (ittteffere with) ettthodie vro'i-eetiott 
(e) eofrosi¥e soils ttHB (s) f)ttSf ineidettts/tteeideflts, it is mofe lilcel';• thttH: ttef 'i-httt 
tteeelerttted eorrosiott: is 't-ttkitt:g f)lttee thttt will ettttse serious dttfflttge to f)eOf)le RH:d 
f)fOf)ert;· iH high eoH:Sel:)tteH:ee ttfettS. 

A remaining life study can only be performed by acquiring solid data regarding 
cotTosion risks and cotTosion performance parameters of the pipeline under 
review. These data should include internal and exiernal cotTosion data, AC/DC 
interference, evaluation of CP performance, evaluation of coating type and adhesion 
condition, soil cotTosivity mapping and DA condition assessment particularly in areas 
that the protective coating is degrading and shield cathodic protection or cotTosion 
protection is not adequate. 

An appropriate expert will be guided by the well-settled standards set out in 
ASME B31.4-2002 (Pipeline Transportation Systems for Liquid Hydrocarbons and Other 
Liquids) as well as ANSI/NACE SP0502-2010 (Pipeline External CotTosion Direct 
Assessment 

Matergenics as an independent cotTosion firm is well qualified to perform the 
remaining life study on the basis of its technical expertise, and years of experience in 
pipeline cotTosion risk assessment, as well as its existing practice as an independent 
cotTosion engineering consulting business. 

In closing, for an expert t o be able to form an opinion as to the present, likely 
condition of the 12-inch ttnd 8 ineh lines, a good deal more information would be 
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required than has been supplied to Matergenics to date. The information needed has been 
set out in detail above in Pait III. The materials furnished, however, raise serious 
questions as to the condition of these aging pipelines as well as the fitness of Sunoco to 
operate them. 

Based upon Matergenics' review of the materials supplied to date, do you have an 
opinion, to a reasonable professional certainty, concerning the matters you were 
asked to review? 

(1) Based upon the materials we have been permitted to review, Sunoco may be 
operating an inadequate integrity management program for the 8 iHeh pipehm~ 
ttttd Hte 12-inch pipeline considering the leak incidents, age of pipeline and 
coatings that, if disbonded, shield cathodic protection. 

(2) Based upon the materials we have been permitted to review, important 
information relative to corrosion data, corrosion risk and corrosion mitigation is 
lacking. 

(3) Sunoco's operation of the 8 ittek: pipeliHe ttHs ~e 12-inch pipeline should be 
reviewed for cotrosion risk both externally and internally; 

(4) Sunoco's operation of the subject 8 illett J'ipehtte tltlfl #le 12-inch pipeline should 
be reviewed for safety considerations from a corrosion risk point of view; and 

(5) The question of whether or not Sunoco should be permitted to continue operating 
these-pipelines cannot properly be decided without a thorough investigation by an 
independent expert. 

Dr. Zee, would you agree that if additional information becomes available it is 
conceivable you would have to review that infonnation to determine whether it 
affects your opinion in this case. 

Yes, of course. 
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